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"How much for this stock?" asked Mr. Benson, holding the package above his bead. "I'll give
ninety,'' said White. "Nine-one!" bid Hammond. "Two!" from White. "Three!" shouted
his rival, excitedly. "Five!" said White, coolly. The spectators held their breath.
/
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DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND
OR,
'

THE BOY BROKERS OF WALL STREET
By A SELF-MAD E M AN
CHAPTER I.

when their heads came together with a whack tha t brought
tears to their eyes, and caused them. to sit down on the
JAY WHITE.
marble floor with more haste than grace.
"Say, wot's de matter wit' you ?" howled Teddy .i\larks,
A bright new five-dollar coin lay in the center 0£ the Jay White's office boy.
third floor corridor of the Barnum Building, Wall Street,
"Wot's de matter wit' yourself?" replied Mickey Dooley,
one morning about ten o'clock.
Harry Hammond's factotum.
It had been there only a few minute$, and was not likely
Then both boys made a grab for the coin.
to escape the observation of the first person who came on
"Hold on, I seen dat first!" said Teddy, as each got his
the scene.
fingers on opposite edges of the gold piece.
Two doors on opposite s\des of the c<>rridor faced that
"I like dat !" replied Mickey. " I seen it first meself. "
gold piece, which reposed exactly mid-way between them.
'l'eddy tried to push Mickey's fingers away, but the other
The doors were exactly alike, and similar to every other resisted.
door on the floor, being made of polished oak, in the upper
." I'll punch youse in de nose if you don't take yer fingers
half of which was inserted a large pane of ground glass.
off dat money !" cried Teddy, beligerently.
On one of the panes was painted in gilt letters the words:
"You will, I don't t'ink !" retorted Mickey, defiantly.
" .J11~ White, Stocks and Bonds. Goldfi ld ]\fining SeTeddy struck out with the fist that held the letter, and
curities a Specialty."
Mickey countered with l-iis disengaged hand, but neither
On .the other, in gilt letters, too, was the legend : "Harry let go his hold on the coin.
Hammond, Stocks and Bonds. Western Mining Securities
Matters were practically at a dead-lock between them.
a Specialty."
Neither wanted the other to get the best of him.
There was not a soul in sight when bo th <loon; opened
It was a point of honor with them to try and do ea1: 11
simultaneously and two small boys, each holding an en vel- other up whenever they came in collision, just as their eighlope in his hand, popped out into the corridor.
een-year-old bosses, who were known as the boy broke rs
Each of the lads was gifted with a remarkably keen pai r of Wall street, left no stones unturned in their efforts lo
of eyes and the glittering coin attracted their attenti on at score a point on his business rival across· the corridor.
the same moment.
At this moment. a third boy appeared on the scene.
Both made a dive forward to possess i l.
I He was a tall, red-headed youth , named Firu1egan, who:;c
Their outstretched hands were within an inch o~. the prize cap and uniform showed that lie was ~n A. D. T. messenge r.
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" Ilere's where lhe boy brokers hang oul,'' :;aid the faL
The only point on which T eddy and ~Iickcy were of one
"Which one shall w·e tackle first?"
ma.n.
Finnegan.
for
mind was their hatred
sec that it makes any differcncP," rcplictl hi:;
don't
"I
and
bully,
a
of
g
somethin
was
·The A. D. T. messenger
"All fleece looks alike to me. I clon't care
companion.
he delighted in lording it over boys smaller and weaker than
first."
shear
we
which
himself.
on Jay White. If he doesn't bite we
call
we'll
"Then
He had put it all over Teddy and l\fickey on different octo Hammond. I wish I knew
attention
our
transfer
can
casions when he met them singly, for, individually, though
have."
ey
th
money
much
how
spunky, they were no match for hi.[IJ.
"I heard that White hac1 an annt who left him her
As Finnegan came up he spied the bone of contentionboodle. When he got holcl 0£ it he left Switzer & Co.,
the five-dollar piece, and his eyes twinkled maliciously.
where he was margin clerk, and set up for himself."
He saw a chance to improve his financial conclition.
"Good ! It's up to us to sample that boodle before some"Wot you two doin' there, eh?" he inquired, with a
sardonic grin. "Fightin' over dat money? Get up am1 body else gets their flukes in. Know anything about Hammond?"
have it out, and I'll hold de stakes."
''Not mueh," replied his companion. "I believe he got
He swooped down, pulled their :fingers from the coin and
his capital out 0£ his father's estate, which was settled last
picked it up.
"So long, I'll see youse later J" he chuckled as he slipped month."
"So long as they've got money it doesn't interest u s how
it into his pocket and started to walk off.
came by it."
they
"Here, drop dat !" roared Teddy and Mickey in one
stout broker knockeil at Jay White's door.
The
breath, scrambling to their feet and grabbing Finnegan
in!" cried a snappy voice.
"Come
by each of his arms.
The brokers accordingly entered what evidently was the
"I've dropped it-into me pocket," replied the messenreception-room.
ger, with a cunning leer.
It was furnished with a rug, a table, half a dozen leather
"Give it up, do yer hear?" demanded Mickey, tugging at
upholstered chairs, an indicator in one corner, and a numhis arm.
"Hand it over!" roared Teddy, giving his other arm a ber of maps and photographs of Western mining properties.
The door connecting with the private office was open,
pull.
"G'wan, or I'll kick de stu:ffin' out of youee two !" snarled and the visitors saw a bright and rather shrewd-looking
bo~r of eighteen seated at a roll-top de~k.
Finnegan, trying to break their hold.
"Well, gentlemen, step right in," said the lad, genially.
"You'll kick de stuffi.n' out of no t'in', you big stiff!"
"Am I arlclrcssing Mr ..Jay White?" asked the stout man,
cried Mickey, angrily.
they entered the inner ofTicc.
as
messenthe
exclaimed
?"
yer
will
acrns,
me
of
"Let go
ii:; my name, sir."
"That
aiming
then
and
ger, snatching his hand away from Teddy
. "·Glac1 to know yo11, fr. While," sairl tlJp broker. ":My
a blow at his bee.
'l'eddy uuc:ked, and, tackling Finnegan around the knees, name is Chac1s<'y: Niel1olas Charlsry. I um <t broker, wilh
offices in the Mills Building.''
tripped him up.
"Happy to make your acquaintance, Mr. Chad~ey," reHe fell with a crash, pulling Mickey chwn on top of him.
"Hold him till I go t 'rough his pocket!" shouted Teddy, pliPd ' Yliite, i:;haking hands wilh him.
m l'his is Mr. Redden, also a .brok01-, located in the same
straddling the lanky messenger.
"Let me up!" roared Finnegan, as l\Iickey threw hi:; building."
"Pleased to know yon, Ur. Hedden."
whole weight on his chest.
"The pleasure is mutual," replied the thin broker, also
"I will, I don't t'ink !'' answered the small youth, as his
companion deftly thru st his fingers into the messenger's shaking hanfls with the boy.
"Now, gentlemen, what can I do for you?" inquired
pocket and drew out fhe half-eagle.
White.
it,
"Beat
triumphantly.
Teddy,
"I've got it!" cried
"You deal in Western mining stocks, I believe?" said
Mickey! We'll divvy ltp when we get it changed."
Chadsey.
Mr.
The two office boys sprang to their £eet and scurried for
"I do."
the stairs, clown which they flew, tal(ing three steps at a
"Buying any of that kind of slack at present?"
leap.
"That depends."
Finnegan, in a furious rage, attempted to follow them,
"On what?"
but he had as much chance 0£ catching them as he had of
"'The qnalily of the article. I am not loadjng up on
flying.
Hardly had the boys disappeared before two well-known prospects and wild-cats, but any good dividend-paying stock
brokers, one short and stout, the other tall and thin, got I am always ready to consider."
"Hlml ! Yrf', of comse. Well, I've got a block of
out of the elevator at that floor.
'l'hey came along thr corridor until they halted between Atalanta, a Goldfield mine of some merit, I understand.
I'tl like to sell you 10,000 shares at ten cents."
the offices of White and Hammond.
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White shook his head.
"That stock isn't worth the paper it's printed on," he
said.
"Who says so?" flared up Mr. Chadsey.
"I say so."
"Perhaps you'll give me your reason," said the broker,
with a slight sneer.
"Certainly," replied the boy, politely. "Atalanta petered out unexpectedly a couple of years ago and was taken
off the Western exchange$ soon afterward. It has no speculative value whatever to-day."
1Ur. Chadsey looked disappointed.
Not because he had learned something he didn't know
before, but because the boy broker was evidently better
posted than he expected."
"Then I can't do ariy business with you?" he said, regretfully.
•
"Not with Atalanta."
"I have a block of Big Extension," interjected Mr. Hedden. "I've got 20,000 I'd like to sell for five cents a
share."
"Nothing doing," answered White, with a slight grin.
"Big Extension went up Salt Creek four years ago and
hasn't been heard of since."
"Why, I gave seven cents for that stock," protested the
tall broker.
"That's about all it's worth," replied White.'
" I mean seven cents a share."
"Ohl Then you gave seven cents a share too much."
Mr. Jiedden looked at Mr. OfiaClscy, and the fat broker
returned the look. I
It was clear they were not maldng much progress with
the young broker.
"You don't want to buy it, then?"
"Hardly," laughed White. "My waste-paper basket is
pretty full already."
"Do you think: Hammond would buy the stock_?"
"I cannot answer for Mr. Hammond," replied White.
"'l'he best way for you to find out is to ask him."
"Can you furnish me with a list of Western stocks you
have for sale.?" asked Mr. Chadsey.
"Certainly," replied White, handing the broker a typewritten paper.
·
"I see you are selling prospects even if you are not buying them," re1m1rked Mr. Chadsey, sarcastically.
"Why not? '' replied WJ1ite. "These are all commissions
sent to my office for sale. Everything you see on that
paper is listed on the Goldfield Exchange, and consequently
has a speculative value. For instance, I am offering 1,000
Hhares of Silver Pick, a Goldfield prospect, at 75' cents a
Rhare. It was quoted yesterrlay on Goldfield Excha~e at
89. 'l'ha.t's a samp]e of the bai·gains I am offering in
Western securities."
Mr. Chadsey folded up the paper and put it in his
vocket. '
"Come, Hedden," he said, rising from his chair, "I guess
we'd better move across the corridor and see if we can do

,
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any business with Hammond. Atalanta and Big Extension seem to be at a discount in this quarter."
"Call again, gentlemen, when you are in the building.
I shall be pleasecl to see you any time. Sorry I haven't a
cigar to offer you, but I don't smoke myself. If I can
do anything in Western mining stocks fo~· you let me
know," and Jay White bowed his visitors into the corridor
and returned to his de. k with a knowing look on his
strong, wi<le-aw~rn countenance.

CHAPT.ER II.
HARHY lIAl\D'.l:OND.

"There seems to be no flies on Jay White," remarked
Nicholas Chadsey to his companion, when the two brokers
stood once more in the corridor after their unsuccessful
attempt to sadclle several thousand shares of worthless
Western securities on the boy broker.
"Ro. He's a sharp youngster. We must try some other
game on him," replied Tom Hedden, with a slight look
of disgust on his shrewd features.
"Well, let's see what we can do with this young Hammond," said Chadsey. "Maybe he's easier."
"It's to be hoped he is. I want to get rid of those
20,000 Big Ex~ension. They've turned yellow in my safe.
If I could get $500 for them out of this chap I'd consider I'd done a good morning's work."
"I'll sell my 10,000 Atalanta at any figure he'll bite at.
Jay White was right when he said they weren't worth the
paper they're printed on," with a grin.
The two brokers entered Harry Hammond's office.
That young man had a reception-room and inner den
almost the counterpart of Jay White's, but there the resemblance between them ceased.
Hammond was a bright, handsome-looking lad, with a
genial, open countenance.
The milk of human kindness seemed to flow from his
soft, gray eyes.
Almost any one would have taken him by the hanc1 and
felt here is a boy that can be trusted.
Nothing crooked about him, but everything fair and
above-board.
Brokers Chadsey and Hedden'~ impression was that. he
looked iike a good thing.
Perhaps he was, but we shall see.
Mr. Chadsey introduced himself and his companion in
the same way he dic1 in White's office, and Harry HammoJ1c1
expressed the pleasure he felt in making their acquaintance.
Then Nicholas Chadsey proceed eel to maJrn known his
business.
He had J0,000 shares of Goldfield Atalanta which a
customer had left on his hands for sale.
Would Hammond buy them at-well, perhaps the boy
broker would make a bid.
·
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". Harry looked the certificate over carefully.
It was all right as far ils it went.
,
· ' l'he1i'he consulted a memornndum ·book he took from one
of the pigeon-holes of his desk.
Under ·the heading of "Dead Mines" he located Atalanta.
Following. it were the words in brackets, "See note,
p. 86."
He turned to page 86 and glanced at what he had written
there.
· · · •
Then he closed the book and returned it t.o the. pigeon. hole.
Tbe two brokers had been watching him attentively.
"I'll give you $100 for the certificat~;" he said, wheeling
around in his chair and looking benevolently at Mr. Chadsey.
·"One hundred dollars!" exclaimed the broker. "Why,
it's worth--"
"Nothing," replied Hammond, with a quiet smile.
"Nothing!" almost gasped Mr. Chadsey. "Nothing I"
he repeated, looking h'ard at the young broker.
"Absolutely · ·nothing," returned Hammond, with the
same smile.
"If it's worth nothing in your opinion, why do you offer
$100 for it?" asked the mystified broker.
"Because I'm looking for a few ·dead certificates to frame
and hang up in my office," replied Ha.mmond; genially.
"And you're willing to pay $100 for them?"
'-'For my choice."
"Rather an expensive kind oi wall decoration, I should
say," replied Mr. Chadsey, rather puzzled to· undei·stand
the boy's method.
·
"It's a fad of mine," answered Harry Hammond, with
another pleasant smile. "l dare say we all have fads in
our way. Do you accept my offer?"
"Yes," growled the broker, who was disappointed at not
being able to skin the boy to a greater extent. ·
However, $100 was better than nothing. :
The boy broker went to his safe, took out the money and
the· transfer completed the bargain. ·
~ "Per}+aps I can sell you a 20,000 certificate of Big Extension," now put in Mr. Hedden, producing an envelope
from his pocket and extracting therefrom a handsomely
printed sheet of bond paper. "I value it at $1,000, but I'll
be happy for you to make a bid."
Hammond took the certificate, looked it over, took down
his memorandum book, turned to dead shares, noted "Big
Extension," saw a note which referred' him to page 66,
turned to that page and read the note.
"Big Extension," he said, turning tooMr. Hedden, "never
• amounted to a hill of beans. One hundred thousand shares
were sold at one cent each for dev~lopment purposes three
years ago when the mine first came to life~ · Subsequently
another hundred thousand shares were sold at 21-2 cents
u share to :finance the work of developing stringers and
bunches of high-grade ore that were repeatedly opened up
and returned values of from $100 to $1,000 per ton. The
company worked diligently in an effort to locate the source

'

of these bunches of ore, but on each occasion, -however, disappointment followed, and the ore opened up proved to be
only another of the deluding bun.ches. Finally work on the
mine was abandoned, and the shares removed from the
exchange lists. Big Extensron isn't worth--"
"Maybe you'll give $100 for that certificate to hang on,
your ,wall beside Atalanta," interrupted Broker Hedden,'
with a sour smile, disgusted at the knowledge Harry
Hammond showed in Big Extension.
"Well," replied the boy broker, "it's rather an expensive
luxury, as Mr. Chadsey just remarked, but as I am in
favor of preventing the few dollars I have in my safe
from growing rusty through inaction, I'll take you up."
He went to his safe for the money, while Hedden remarked to his companion, in a low t.one: "Well, I'll be jiggered if this chap isn't a co~undrum."
"That's right," nodded Mr. Chadsey. " He's either a
blamed idiot, or--"
The broker didn't :finish his remark as Hammond just
then returned to his desk with a bunch of notes in his
hand. which he passed over to Mr. Hedden.
"Gentlemen," said Hammond, drawing a pad toward
him nnd heginning to write, "I'll take a receipt.from each
of you for that money."
"A receipt I" replied Mr. Chadsey, in surprise. "What
do you want a receipt for? You've got the goods and
we've got the money for them ."
"Merely a memorandum of the deal between us," answered Hammond.
"What the dickens do you want a memorandum for?"
"It's a kind of fad with me to collect such things," replied Harry, sweetly.
He went on writing, while the brokers looked at each
other.
Hedd~n tapped his forehead significantly as much- as to
say that the boy broker had wheels in hi~ head, and Chadsey nodded, wit"1 a grin.
In a few minutes they departed, each $100 to the good
and perfectly satisfied that Hammond was a fool.
They would have had a different impression if they haa
been able to look over the boy broker's shoulder at that
moment.
He ha.d just ta.ken a letter from a pigeon-hole and was
reading it.
It was dated from Goldfield, and ran as follows :
"Harry Hammond, Barnum Bldg., Wall Street, New York:
"Dear Old Chappie.-A little less than two months ago
the Hercules Leasing Syndicate was organized. Since
that time we have equipped the lease with one of the most
com-1-ete and satisfactory plants of machinery to be found
in the entire Goldfield district. A shaft has been sunk to
the depth of 200 feet. The ore we bav~ taken out assayed
about $500 per ton. Hercules stock was quoted yesterday
at $4.15-tbe Syndicate stock at 60 cents a share. Now,
Chappie, here's a pointer for you. The Hercules mine joins
the old abandoned Atalanta mine on the west and the
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equally dead and forgotten Big Extension on the east. We
have discovered that the ore ledge we are working in the
Hercules broadens out toward the Atalanta and that another vein which we have located but not touched yet runs
toward the Big Extension. The prospect is so good of a
rich strike far superior .to the Hercules in both of these
old-timers that we are quietly buyi'.lg up the certiiicates of
both wherever we can find them. On their face they're not
worth a tinker's blessi,ng, and we . are getting them for a
mere song. About 60,000 shares of both these stocks were
sold in New York. If you CM locate them, buy them in by
all means. You ought to get them at your own figure. At
any rate, if you don't want to hold them, I'll give you a
cent a share for all you can buy in.
"Yours as ever,

"J.A.CK."
Harry Hammond smiled serenely as he :finished the letter, returned it to the pigeon-hole and took up the certi:ficates of stock he had just acquired.
"Dead mines, both of them,', he murmured, with one of.
his. seraphic smiles; "but the dead sometimes come to life.
Hercules was as dead as a doornail once, now it is selling
at $4.25. Suppose Atalanta and Big Extension develop
paying ore one of these days, what will these 30,000 shares
be worth? A fortune, and those gentlemen who sold me the
certificates thought they had worked a sharp game on me.
Yes, I guess I'm a pretty easy mark," chuckling softly to
himself. ctr heard Jay White tell the superintendent of
the building so the other day. He said I'd be eating snowballs when he got through with me. Long before that happens his fleece may be hanging among my office trophiessmart as he looks."
Harry Hammond rubbed his hands together and chuckled
again. .
CHAPTER III.
.A. DEAL IN OPTIONS.

Harry Hammond had just arrived at his office on the
following morning when a D. T. messenger entered the reception-room and inquired for him.
The messenger happened to be Peter Finnegan, and he
looked daggers at Mickey Dooley when he spoke to him.
Mickey grinned, tantalizingly, as he ushered the messen•
ger into the little private room 0£ his boss.
"Jusf. wait till I ketch youse outside somewhere," !Cinnegan said to him in a hoarse whisper. " I'll put it all
over yer till yer can't walk straight.''
"Is dat a fact?" retorted Mickey, with a chuckle.
There wasn't a chMce for Finnegan to make an answer
to Dooley's sarcastic remark, so he handed the envelope to
Ha.r ry Hammond.
The young broker signed the messenger's delivery sheet
and tore open the envelope.
What he read developed one of his pustomary smiles.

He tore the paper intb .fine particles and dropped them
into his waste-basket.
Then he sat down before his desk and his :furrowed brow
showed he was thinking deeply.
Suddenly _a great rac_ket in the outer office aroused him.
He s.p,r!l.llg }lp and threw open the door.
His boy, 1fickey, and the messenger, Finnegan, w_ere
floundering aro~nd the room in a close embrace.
In some way Mickey managed to trip Finnegan up, _and.
the D . .T. boy bi~ };iis head agains~ the wall, stunning him
..
for an insta.'zit.
Mickey, W'ith a howl of triumph, sprang up, slapped a
chair across his ene!Ily's chest and sat down on it, using
Finnegan's head for a footstool.
Hammond didn't encourage such revolutionary conduct
in. his office boy, ):>ut he cou.14n't help laughing in_ this instance to see how smartly Mickey had got the upper hand
on the big .boy.
As soon as Finnegan tried to overthrow the chair with
its live burden he interfered.
"Let him up, Mickey," he said, with apparent sternness.
"What do you mean by kick~g up such shines in my
office?"
Mickey slid off to his chair near the window, while Finnegan slunk out of the room. _
""Wi1at vvas the trouble between you' two?" Hammond
asked his office boy.
"He slapped me in de smeller as he was goin' out, and
I soaked him back."
"Why did he hit you first?"
Mickey explained the incident of the five-dollar coin
.
of the preceding day.
"Well, don't let it occur again," replied Hammond.
He returned to his den, put on his hat and came out
again.
"If anybody calls to see me tell them to wait. I'll be
back in a few minutes. I'm only going across the corridor _to Jay White's office."
"Yesser," replied Mickey, briskly, who, as soon as the
door closed behind Hammond, began to walk around the
room on his hands, with his heels in the air.
Harry Hammond crossed t.he corridor and entered the
office of his business rival.
"Hello, Hammond!" exclaimed White, who happened
to be in the reception-room at the moment. "How are
I
you making out?" .
"Oh, I'm not setting the Street on fire!" laughed Harry,
pleasantly.
"Come into my den,"· said White, catching him by the
.arm and leading him into his sanctum. "Anything I can
clo for you?"
"I merely came in to inquire if you know where I can
get some L. & S. stock?" replied Harry.
"I can get you some. In fact, a customer left 1,000
shares with me to dispose of. If that's .enough,_you can
have it at the market pi:ice. If you want ;MY more J_ kn9w
.- ·', ..
where .I can get another thousand."
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"I don't want it to-day," answered Hammond.
"B~tter take it," said White. "It may be higher tomorrow."
"I'll tell you what I'll do," replied Hammond, after a
moment's thought. "I'll take the 1,000 at 68, which is the
price it's ruling at now, if you'll sell me an option of ten
days on 4,000 shares more at 72."
"I don't know about that," replied White. "What are
you willing to pay me for the option?"
"What do you want for it, spot cash?"
"I want $2,000," replied White, after considering the
matter for a moment or two.
"Write it out," replied Hammond, promptly.
"Do you mean that?" asked White.
"I do. Is it a go?"
"Who are you buying the stock for?" asked the other,
curiously.
"Oh, come now, White, isn't that a rather large question ? · You gon't expect me to tell you all my business,
do you?"
"I beg your pardon, Hammond, it's a way I have. Have
you got that money with you-?"
"No, but I can get it in fifteen minutes."
"Then go and get it and you can have the option. By
the way, there were a pair of . Broad Street brokers in to
see me. Chadsey and Hedden were their names. I guess.
they took me for a new thing, for they tried to unload on
me 30,000 shares of two dead Western mines. I wouldn't
bite. Then they said they'd go in to your office and see
what they could do with you. -Did you see them?"
"I did," replied Hammond, quietly.
"I suppose you tumbled to their object, too, and sent
them away with a flea in their ears."
"No, I bq_ught the stock."
"You did what?" exclaimed White.
"I bought the stock."
"You bought those 30,000 dead shares I You're joking,
aren't you ?"
"No. I got them cheap-at my own figure, and I took
them. They may pan out something onsi of these days.''
White whistled softly and looked hard at Hammond.
"Why, I wouldn't give a doilar for both those cerfificates. Don't you know they aren't worth the paper they're
printed on?"
"Some dft.y--" began Hammond, but White interrupted him.
"Some day be hanged I One of those certifica.tes was
yellow with age."
"It was three years old."
"The Atal_anta mine went to the dogs two years ago, and
the Big Extension never amounted to anything more than
a lJroposition, and a mighty bad one at that."
"'fhat's true," admitted Hammond, with ft. cheerful
smile.
"If you know it, why did you buy the stock? What good
will it ever be?"
I

"It's a fad of mine to take a chance at a long shot soIQetimes."
"Oh, you're a chap that's willing to bank on the unexpected, eh?"
"You can put it that way if you like."
"Hammond, you have my sympathy," grinned White.
"It's my opinion that you are out of your element in Wall
Street."
"Think so, do you? Now I had an idea that it was you
who was rash in venturing your little boodle in the financial district."
"Thanks, old chap," replied White, sarcastically, "your
remark is quite brilliant. But taking this late Western
investment of yours as a sample of your way of doing
business, I should think that a steady diet of fried icicles
will soon be in order for you."
"Stranger things than that have happened to some of
the veterans of Wall Street in their day."
"That's no dream. Six months ago Dan Harkins, the
millionaire trader, went to the wall trying to corner Erie
common."
"He isn't the only gray-beard who passed his life in the
Street, had every trick of the business at his fingers ends,
and then got wiped out in a single hour in the Stock Exchange."
"And he won't be the last."
"That's right. Still there are lots of them who go
right along piling up their thousands stea"dily, hold on to
them and finally die millionaires."
"D'o -you hope to join that class, Hammond?"
"That's my ambition."
"Well, you've begun well," replied White, sarcastically.
"I think I have," answered Hammond, quietly.
"I fancy I see your finish," grinned the other. " Better
get that $2,000 right away so I can make that option out.
I might as well' have a little of your money before it all
gets away from you. How about the thousand shares you're
going to take off my hands?"
"I'll pay you ten per cent. down, the balance C. 0. D."
"All right. I'll hold the shares subject to your order.
But if the price should go down over five points I'll notify
you to take up the stock or secure me against possible loss."
"That's fair enough," acquiesced Hammond, rising from
his chair. "I'll run down to the safe deposit company and
get you $9,200. Have ,the option ready when I get back."
"I'll have it ready, don't you fret," replied White.
Hammond was back in fifteen minutes, paid the money
over, got his receipt for $6,800 on account of the 1,000
shares, and the option on 4,000 at 72 to be delivered any
time within the next ten days that he should call for them.
"That's the easiest $2,000 I ever made," grinned Jay
White as Harry Hammond left the office, "for I've good
reason for believing that stoc]\ will go down instead of up,
and I'll make the difference between what I'll be able to
buy it in for and the option price.''
He chuckled gleefully as he slapped the wad of billR
jnto his safe.
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IN WHICH HARRY IIAM.llfOND COMES OUT ON TOP,

Ii. & S. shares dropped half a point on the following
days, and that fact caused Jay White to wear one of those
smiles that never come off.
His came off two days later when 11. & S., instead 0£
dropping further down the scale, as he fondly expected it
woulcl, recovered itself and went up to 73.
As White did not have the stock on hand he realized if
Hammond called on him to deliver the shares that day,
as it was his privilege to c1o, he would have to go out and
buy them at a loss of $4,000, less, of course, the $2,000 he
had received for the option.
"That young villain is $2,000 ahead of the game at this
point, and his gain is my loss. ~ f L. & S. should take a
notion to advance another point I'd be $4,000 more out unless I buy the shares now. I wouldn't have sold that option only everythi~g pointed to a slump in the ma rket.
Instead of which the market has stiffened up. But that
may only be a spasm. If I should buy those shares now
and the market then should weaken, as it's very likely to
do, I'd feel like kicking myself from here to Broadway.
What shall I do? I'll go out and have a talk with Broker
Smith. He's a good fell~w and can smell the way the wind
is going to blow as well as any man alive."
Accordingly. Jay White put on his hat ~d went in
quest of ::M:r. Smith.
White wasn't the only hroker who was disgusted with
the upward trend of L. & S.
Hammond had visited brokers Chadsey and Hedden and
sec ured. options for 5,000 sharer; from each .of lhem at 72,
paying them $3,000 apiece for that privilege.
The advance of the stock to 7:3 1rnt Hany $1.5,000 ahead
•
I
of t!ie game, and he wore an unusually radiant smile, for
he had an idea that none of the people whm;c option he
held could deliver withou~ purchasing the shares at the
advanced price.
Whether Mr. Smith advLecl White that the market would
surely react, or he decided to risk that desirable result on
h s own hook, certain it is he ma.de no effort to buy the
4,000 shares he had pledged himself to deliver to Harry
Hammond.
The stock remained stationary until noon on the following day, when it went up another point, an eighth at a time.
This additional advance put \\'1iitc in a cold sweat, but
he held on until it went up one-half a point more, then he
suddenly weakened and, at a clear loss of $8,000 on the
deal , he bought the stock.
·
Then he called on Hammond and asked liim if he wanted
1.he shares.
"No," replied Harry, shaking his head, "I haven't called
in my options yet.n
"Options !" exclaimed White, in surprise. "~c1 you
buy any more?"

'l'

''\\ell, I don't mind telling you that I bought one of
r iGholas Chadsey and another of Tom Jiedden. They
have each agreed to deliver 5,000 shares of L. & S. a~y
time I want it within ten days at 72."
"And it is now 74 7-8," said White, with a look 0£ intense disgust.
-"It will be higher to-morrow," smiled Hammond.
"How do you know it. will?" asked his rival, sharply.
"I don't know. I only think it will. Nobody knows anything· for a certainty in Wall Street."
"Look here, Hammond . I believe you had a pointer on
L. & S."
"What makes you think so?"
"The fact that you took the risk o.f those options. You've
been :figuring on a sure thing."
"Pooh ! There's nothing sure in Wall Strcel." "W€ll, you've touched me up to the tune o.f $8,000, for I
bought 4,000 shares of L. & S. at 74 1-2 to-clay to save
mvself from further loss."
."If I'd been you, White, I'd have bought 8,000 instead
of 4.000 to cover rnvself out of the rise," said Hammond,
serenely. "I shan't"charge .von anytl~ing .for that advice."
u Oh, you be jiggered ! Aren't you going to take tho:;c
shares off my hands and me them?"
"I will call for them when I want them," rcplicJ Hammond, cheerfull:v.
"But you've got me tied up on those shares," answered
White, almost angrily.
.
"I am sorry," returned Hammond, trying to repress bis
look of satif;fadion, "but it seems to me that's your lookout, not mine."
"A re you going to stand me off for your fu ll pound of
flesh ?"
"What \l"OU ld you <lo i r OUJ' positions were reversed?"
"l'd do the right thing."
"What do you call the right thing?"
"T'd be easy on yol1."
"Your option has five clays more to run ·and the stock is
on the rise. Would you call it in now?"
.Tay White knew in his heart that he wouldn't do any
such thing if he stood in Hammond's shoes.
"How much higher is L. & S. goi.pg ?" he asked doggeflly.
"I really couldn't tell you. It may go to 80 or over.
Why don't you buy 5,00.0 shares and take the same chance
I am? If it goes up two points you'll square the loss on
your option."
The advice was good, but White didn't relish it as coming from his rival.
Besides, he had some doubts about the shares going much
higher.
Next day, however, L. & S. had soared to 78, and the,n
he was sorry he Jrnd not bought the stock on margin.
That day both Chadsey and Hedden made a call on
Hammond, and seemed anxious t hat he would call in his
options.
·
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Tliey had both bought the stock in at a loss of $l5,000,
and were holding .it for . the. boy broker, :·
The .longer they . had · to. carry the istock the more ~hey
were out in the · matter p.f · interes-t, and: this· f.act acQaunted for their eagerness fa settle. up the de!il.
As it was money in Hammond's pock~t for them to hold
the .stock under the circumstances until the time limit expired, or the market turned, he refused to take up his options, much to their discom.fi.tiire. ·
They went away, vowing to get square with him when
they got the chance.
Their threats didn't won:y Hammond even a little bit.
On the tenth day after buying the options from Jay
White and the two Broad Street brokers, Harry Hammond
called them in.
He sold them to a big brokei: of New Street at the market price, then 84, getting $180,000 out of the transaction
for himself, less the $8,000 he paid for the options.
Jay White managed to save himself at the last moment
by buying 2,000 shares at 80 and selling out at 84 1-8, but
that scarcely made him any happier, for he would rather
have lost twice the amount Hammond had scooped him
ior to any other broker.
He couldn't get it out of his mind that the boy across
the corridor was laughing in his sleeve at him, and that
jarred upon his nerves.
·
His sole thought now was to try and catch his business
rival napping and do him up good and hard.
"I'll squeeze him as dry as a sponge," he gritted to himself, "if I can only get the chance."
The thing, however, was to get the chaJ.Jce.

CHAPTER V.
THE THREE

SClIE~fERS.

Nicholas Chadsey and Tom Hed<len sat together iii
the farmer's office in the Mills Building.
It was the day after Harry Hammond had called in his
options.
Each of them had liieen squeezed to the extent o.f $15,000
by UJC boy broker, and they were madder than a whole
nest of Jir<turbed hornets.
On top of ii all they knew that the smiling young innocent, as they harl often called Hammond, had collared over
$100,000 iu profits oui of the rif'e iu L. & S.
'·\\·lw'd e\'er take him for such a slick card?" growled
HeJclen. '"Why, l thought he wai:1 bO easy that it was
almost a shame to pluek him."
".\nd I thought ii was just like finding money when he
walked in here and asked me to sell him that option on
G,000 !>hare;; of L. & S.,'' gritted l\Ir. Chadsey.
. '' ~ame here. I never wa<J surer of anything in my life
than that the market was about to take a slump, instead
of which-·- "

" It took an .unexpected brace and helped that young foo l
to a small fortune," snorted the stout broker.
"That's what it did, and we are· out over $15,000 on
that youngster's account, not speaking of our other losse>'.
For my part, I don't mind the hole in my bank account
so much as the fact that my fleece went to decorate the
assets of that smiling young monkey."
"That's right," nodded Mr. Chadsey, chewing vengefully on his toothpick.
"It is simply beastly luck!" cried Tom Hedden, wrathfully.
"Do you know what I think?" said the stout broker, suddenly.
"What?"
"That boy got hold of a tip on L. & S. and deliberately
worked us on the strength of it."
"Do you think so?" asked Hedden, in some surprise.
"I do,'' replied 'Mr. Qhadsey, in a tone of conviction.
"How otherwise would a young snip like him have the
nerve to come to us and purchase two options of 5,000
shares each oli an apparently f!J.lling market? He stood
every chance of being wiped out of the Street, unless his
capital wa - bigger than I think it v;;as."
"By George! I believe you're right."
"I know I'm right."
"I can tell you another thing. WrJre not the only ones
that he tricked on the option business.''
"What's that? Did he buy other options, too?"
"He bought one other option to my certain knowledge."
"Who from?" asked Mr. Chadsey, with some show of
interest.
"You'll never guess," replied Mr. Hedden, with a slight
grin.
"Tell me," requested the stout broker, impatiently.
"He soaked that sharp young Jay White, across the corridor from him, to the tune of 4,000 shares."
"The dickens he did!"
"That's a fact."
"Did White tell you so?"
"No; but he told a friend of mine, and the story was
passed on to me as a good joke."
"Well, I'm jiggered. That Hammond is a bird."
"Re':; a hawk in dove's feathers-that's the kind o.f bird
he ii>," answered Hedden, with a snort of disgust.
"Then, instead of the $120,000 we :figtU·ed as his profits,
he's n1ade 11earer $200,000," said Mr. Chadsey.
"I'll wager he's made every cent of that."
"Look here, Hedden, are you going to stand for this
kind of plucking? Suppose the Street was to learn how
we were taken in by that cub, do you imagine we'd soon
hear the last of it? Why, the boys would make our life a
burden to us."
"I know they would, and I hope to gracious not a whi per
of the transaction gets out. As to standing .for it, I don't
sec how you and I can very well help ourselves. H e's
got our good money in his pocket now, and that1s all there
is to it."
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' ·You don't understand what I mean, Hedden," said the
8tout broker.
" Then please explain yourself.".
" I will. He's got our money, yes, and the big profit op.
the· rise of L. & S., say for argument's sake, $200,000· all
told."
"Well ?"
''We must get tbat boodle away from him."
•!How?"
" By enticing him into some scheme that will work to
our advantage."
"I'm with you, Chadsey," replied the thin broker,
promptly, "if I ca~ see my way clear to do it. "•
"It would be a good plan, I think, to take young White
in with us. He must be sore on Hammond, too."
"I know he is."
"Good r Then I shall send for him. and the three of us
will talk the matter up."
"A ll right/' agreed Hedden. "When will you start the
ball rolling?"
"Right away, while the iron is hot."
"That suits me, all right," replied Hedden, beginning
to recover his usual good spirits at the prospect of getting
back at the smiling boy broker.
"I'll make an appointment with White at thiR office for
:four this a:fternoon. I'll expect you to be on hanc1."
"I'll be here, don't you worry," answered Hedden, rising
and throwing the butt of his cigar into the cuspidor.
Mr. Chadsey turned to his desk, wrote a note, put it into
an envelope, and calling his office boy bade hiin deliver it
to Jay Wliite, at his office in the Barnum Building on
Wall Street.
"If I'm not ~uch mistaken," ,remarked the stout broker,
as he rose, too, and put on his hat, "we'll trim that monkey's pin feathers to the queen's taste."
"It is to be hoped so."
"Well, let's go into Bradley's and have a mint julep."
The two brokers left the office, arm-in-arm, and presently
took the elevator for the street.
Jay White was sitt.ing in his den, chewing the cud of
jealous disappointment, and trying to hatch up some
scheme to get back at his successful rival across the corridor when Mr. Ohadsey's messenger entered the receptionroom and asked for him.
Teddy showed him into the private office with his customar? promptness.
White, in some surprise, read the note requesting .him to
call at Mr. Chadsey's office that a'fternoon at four o'clock.
"What does Mr. Chadsey want to see me for?" he asked
himself.
·
He couldn't guess, and seeing no reason why he shouldn't
call on the stout broker, he scribbled an atlirmativc reply,
enclosed it in an envelope and gave it to the me8senger to
take back.
At four o'clock he walked into Mr. Ohadsey's receptionroom and was immediately admitted to the priva.te office
where he also found Tom Hedden.
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B~th brokers shook . ha~ds with J ay White, in such a
1
cordial way that the foxy boy broker oegan to suspect some
design on his cash-box and was at once on his guard.
"You were probably surprised to receive my note calling
for this interview, Whit~," began the stout broker, ·fixing
the boy with his ferret-like eyes.
"Somewhat," . replied White, laconically and truthfully.
"To come directly tb the point,'' went on Mr. Chadsey,
"Mr. Hedden and I und~rstand that you ·were caught on
an option deal for 4,000 shares of L. & S. by that srnoothtongued young cub, Harry Hammond. Isn't it so?''
Jay White looked · surprised and not particularly well
pleased. '
"I see I have touched a sore spot," laughed the stout
man, "but perhaps you'll feel better when I tell you that
both Hedden and myself also sold him options for 5,000
shares of the same stock, and that you have us for com~
pauy in the SO_!.lP tureen."
• "Is that a :fact?" gasped White~ in astonishment.
"It is, and a most .unpleasant :fact, too," interjected Hedden, with a frown.
"Diel you send for me simply to tell me that?" askecl
White, warily.
"Not at all," answered Mr. Chadsey, briskly. "We sent
for you to ask you to unite with us in some plan to get
square with your :friend across the corridor. It stn1ck
Hedden and I that you'd be more than willing to help
the good work along."
"Oh, I'm willing enough!" replied White, slowly, "provided--"
''Provided what?" asked the stout broker.
c'That you assure me this is a square deal."
"Don't worry about that. I guess you're smart enough
to look out for your own interests. We're not looking
for your money. We want your help."
'
"How can I help you?"
"That is to be considered. Your proximity to Hammond's office and your persona.I acquaintance with him,
gives you a certain advantage, we take it."
"Perhaps it does," replied White, a bit doubtfully. "I've
been counting him a chump until this lemon he handed
out to me has kind of opened my eyes. He isn't quite so
easy as I thought he was, though he does look softer than
mush."
"His looks are certainly deceptive," admitted Mr. Chadsey. "Or else he has pig luck behind him. In any case,
the fact remains that he has probably collared a cool
$200,000 out of the deal in L. & S. Now, Hedden and I
have decided that we must get a good part, if not all, of
that money away from him, if we can. To further that
end we have called you in to help us, and ~re prepared to
give you a third of the pickings."
'I'hiR statement rather appealed to White, and he asked
for further information.
"''e haven't as yet decided on any plan of action," said
the stout man. "This meeting is called for the purpose of
figuring out some likely scheme that will stand some show
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Christopher Street, rear t enement.
To begin with-wh at clo you know about out fa.il, at No.
I worked for your :father, as you remember, for over twenty
Hammornl ?"
"Well, he· and -I went to Rchool togethPr. We were year, and did the square thing by him and he by me. I
chums in a way until we carnP to work in Wall Rtreet, don't want no money :from you, as I proberbly won' t live
when we drifted apart. T Pntrrrcl Rwitzrr & C'o.'s office 2± hours, but I want to see yon about my little girl t_ha t
1
as rnessengc1-, and he secured a similai· job with Stanton \ mebbe you can do something fo.r, as she won't have a friend
afrer I am dead. Pleas don't fail, yours truely,
& Emory."
"JoH'N DoL.AN."
"Well?" ejaculated Mr. Chadsey.
"We both rose to be margin .clcrkK a11rl aRsistant bookIt was with some difficulty that Harry deciphered th e
keepers when I got an unex.pcctecl ·legacy ancl conclucled to
go into business on my ow-ft" account. I took that office in writer's s~gnature, but the meaning was clear enoughthe Bm-num Building, and the very day I moved into it .John Dolan, as honest and hard-working a man as ever
I found a painter lettering the door of i.lrn opposite office livecl, wli.o had stood high as a faithful employee in his
with .the name of Harry Hammoncl. T nearly dropped, father's estimation, and who had been lost sight of since
.for I had no idea he hnd any money, or intention of going the death of Mr. Hammond, Sr., was at death's door and
into the business also. To make the matlPr worse, he took wanted to see him on a matter of importance tha.t was evian agency for Westem mining stocks-a specialty I had cle11tly conn..ected with his only daughter, who would be
counted on having solely to rn?self in the building. That left an orphan by his death.
WPll, >imely poor John deserved that much consideration
made him a direct business rival, and I chdn't like it for
at his hands.
a cent."
Ile showed the letter to his motl1e;r,_ and told her he in"I see," grinned the stout broker. "W11ere did Hammond
tended to go down after dinner and see in what way he
get his money from to go into business?"
"His father left him .a few thousands, but he got con- could be 0£ service to the man.
"It is clear he wants us to do something fo1· hi s claugl1siderable more from his grandmother's estate."
tcr," said Mrs. Hammoncl "You may tell him that we
"Have you any idea how much he started out with?"
"No. Ile's as close as an oyster out of water. You will give her a home until we decide upon her future."
"I will do so, mother.· J dare say you can. :find some
·can't get anything out of him."
"Where does he live?"
way ,lo make her useful around the house if she is a good
"In West 128th Street. He, his mother and sister oc- girl, as I presume she is."
At eight o'clock Harry Hammond got off the subway
cupy a private house."
"Well,. now let's put our heads together and see what we express at Fourteenth Street and boarded a cross-town car,
can hit upon that will take . the wind out of this young :from which he alighted at ~inth Avenue.
He walked down into Hudson Street, and kept to the
chap's sails," said Mr. Chadsey.
They drew their chairs closer together and began to con- west side o:f that wide thoroughfare till he r each ed Christopher Street.
sider various propositions looking toward that end.
Half way between I:(uclson Street and the ferry he found
An hour later Jay White left Mr. Chadsey's office with a
grin of satisfaction on his countenance, which implied the house he was in search of.
that he thought he sa'Y his way clear to a reckoning with . Tt was a very ·common tenement, much out of repair, and
with a narrow and filthy entry leading back to the ya.r d beHarry Hammond, his business rival.
:vond in which 'a nother building of similar character fiTied
up the remainder of the 100-foot lot.
Dirty and hal:f-clothecl children played about the doorCH.APTER YI.
way, which adjoined a low-grade saloon.
IN A TOUGH WARD.
1
There was another cheap barroom across the street,
That night, when Harr:v Hammond got home from Wall around the entrance to which Harry noticed several young
_
'
Street. his sister handed him a letter which had been de- fellows of tough aspect.
The boy's respectable appearance attracted only casual
livered by the letter-carrier that afternoon.
Harry tore the envelope open and took out a not over- notice as he ca.me ' do-wn the street, scerningl:v bouncl for
clean half_sheet of note paper on which were scrawled some- the ferr!'• but when he stopped to make inquiries relating
to John Dolan, he drew upon himself comiderable euri osi(!··
writing in an uneducated hand.
He ran his eye down to the signature before readi'n.g it, and the reRidents of the immediate neighborhood began to
and made <:mt the name of John Dolan, an old employee of take an interest in his movements.
The general feeling- in that vicinity was not favora bly
his father's.
inclined toward persons in the better walks of life.
,,..
The note ran as follows:
There was an under-current of class hatred against the
"Deer Mt. Hammond.-! write to tell you that I am in rich that made the people of that squalid district look with
a bad way, and. to ask you to call and see me to-night with- suspicion on any well-dressed invader.
of winning ont.

I
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"This street is tougher than I had any idea it was,"
said Harry to himself, as he walked gingerly through the
miserable hallway to the yard. "I remember now, Mickey
Dooley said he lived on Christopher Street near the ferry.
I wonder if it is in this block? He's a tough youth, but
he fills the bill all right for me. It's a wonder he isn't
mobbed by the kids hereabouts on account of his good
clothes. I haven't seen a half-decent suit on one of the
urchins·since I struck this neighborhood. How people can
exist in such dirt and misery is more than I can understand."
He stepped into the yard, and right before him stood
Uickey Dooley and Teddy Marks, engaged in a game of
craps on the broken pavement.
The neat suits they wore in Wall Street were not now
in evidence, instead they were clothed in cheap, secondhand trousers, with jackets to match, shirts without collars,
torn shoes, and caps that might have been picked out of
an ash-barrel somewhere uptown.
Both boys glanced carelessly up when Hammond paused
before them, and as their sharp eyes recognized him, a look
of the utmost astonishment came into their faces.
They sprang to ·their feet and stook looking at him rather
sheepishly.
"Well, Mickey," said Harry, pleasantly, "I didn't expect
to run across you here. Do you Jive in one of these
houses?"
"Yes, sir. Third floor front, sir. Dere's one of me
sisters lookin' out of de back winders now," and Mickey
pointed upward. "Dere's eight of us, sir. Me mudder,
de old man, two brudders an' t'ree sisters an' meself.
Whatcber doin' down here, sir? Mighty tough street for a
gent like youse to come to, 'cept yer goin' to de ferry. Yer
wasn't lookin~ for me, was yer ?"
"Oh, no. I came down to call on a man named John
Dolan, who lives in the rear building.''
"I know de chap. Whatcher want to see him for? He's
almost passed in his chips wit' de consumshun. Me mudder
said he's liable to croak any minute."
"He sent me word that lie wanted to see me."
"Yer know him, den?" asked Mickey, in some surprise.
"Oh , yes; he used to work for my father."
.:'Dat's it, eh? . Mebbe he wants to pull yer leg for a
ffver."
"What floor shall I find him on?"
"Top floor, two rooms back. Mind yer eye as yer go up.
, De stairs are de wust ever, and de lamps don't t'row out
mueh light." ·
"Thank you, Mickey, for the hint. I'll watch out," replied Hammond, moving off.
Micke:v, however, followed and caught him, by the sleeve.
"Yer don't intend to stay long, do yer, sir?" he asked,
earnestly.
"Wliy, -Mickey?"
"I t'ought I'd warn yer dat dis is a tough street. It's
all right at present, but when t'ings get quiet it ain't safe
for a well-dressed gent like youse to be seen 'tween· here

an' de Nint' Ave'noo stashun. Dere's a bad gang holds
out in de saloons. If yer stayed late, an' dey was to pipe .
yer off, dey'd slug -yer for what yer've got on. It's gettin'
on to nine now, so yer'cl better cut yer visit short. Anyhow, Teddy and me'll wait for yer an' see yer up de street
as far as de stashun."
"Don't worry about me, Mickey. I can take caJ:e of myself."
"Mebbe yer t'ink yer kin. It ain't one dat'll tackle yer,
but t'ree or four'll jump onter yer at wun11_t. Yer wouldn't
be one, two, t'ree wit' dem."
"Well, I'm much obliged to you for your warning,
Mickey. Probably I shan't stay long upstairs."
"Dat's right. I wouldn't if I was youse."
Mickey returned to his game of craps and Harry Hammond entered the miserable building, the top floor of which
poor John Dolan claimed as home.
'

CHAPTER VII.
HELD UP BY THE NIGHT OWLS.

Han-y Hammond stayed longer in the poorly furnished
rooms of John Dolan than he had any idea of.
Time :flies under certain conditions, and this was an instance in question.
Dolan, who was dying fast, had much to tell the boy, and
he could only Rpeak slowly, with frequent intermissions
when his attenuated ffame was racked with the terrible
cough which had wasted his once powerful frame down to
a mere shadow.
His daughter Maggie, a pretty girl of twelve years, sat
a.nd cried a.t the foot of the bed.
A woman from the next apartment, who had been doing·
'
something in the rooms, retired after Harry entered.
When half-past ten came Mickey Dooley grew impatient
and hovered around the entrance to the rear tenement with
Teddy Marks.
At eleven o'clock he walked up to the top floor and listened at the door of the Dolan rooms.
He heard Hammond's voice and retired to the yar~ again .
At half-past eleven he went upstairs again, intending to
call attention to the hour, but his nerve gave out, and he
came down without knocking.
"Dat's a long-wind~cl visit," he remarked to Teddy.
"Dis here ain't no hour for a Wall Street gent to be round
dese diggin's. Me an' youse'll have to wait up till he comes
down. Wc've got to , pertect him till he gets to de stashun."
It was just midnight when Harry Hammond came downstairs, and was surprised to find the boys waiting for him.
"Why aren't you in bed, Mickey?" he asked.
"'Cause we've got to see yer to de stashun."
"Why, ,do you think I need a bodyguard?" laughed
Hammond.
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"Su)."e t'ing. De Night Owls are roostin' all erlong de
street."
•
"Night Owls!" exclaimed Hamll}ond.
" Dat's right. One of de tough est gangs rn de city.
Dey'd sooner fight dan eat."
"And you think you could protect me from such a crowd,
do you?" smiled the boy broker.
"Dunno," replied Mickey. "Me and Teddy knows some
of dem, and if we stand out fer Y,er dey might let yer
erlone. If dey .tries to do yer, anyhow, yer kin count on us
to do de best we kin for youse."
Hammond and the two small boys walked to the door
of the entry opening on to the street.
A.s they stood looking warily up and down the silent
thoroughfare, they heard the quick, solid tread of a solitary
pedcsh;ian echoing upon the sidewalk from the direction
of the ferry.
A.s he P!)SSed under a gas lamp they saw that he was a tall
and well-built gentleman, whose garments indicated aflluent
circumstances.
He looked neither to the right nor to the left, but just
straight ahead, like a man who, attending to his own business, does not loe>k for interference from others.
Suddenly from a dark entry of a neai:l;iy house two shadows emerged the moment the prosperous-looking man had
passed.
The shrill hoe>t e>f 11.Il owl disturLed the midnight silence
of the street.
From an adjacent saloon came two' rough-looking chaps,
who joined the others.
The four fell in behind the stranger, while a fifth was
1:1ecn slinking across the cobblestones at an angle that would
bring him a.head of the pedestrian.
.:Hickey nudged Hammond's arm.
"Dem are Owls," he said. " Dat gent fre>m de ferry'll
be do1rn and out in less'n two minutes."
• "Then we must warn and try to saye him!" exclaimed
Hammond, starting forward.
"Do yer want'r get don.e up ?" cried Mickey, reaching
out his hand to detain him.
Harry, however, shook him oft' and ran toward the gentleman.
As he did so, one of tlte roughs in the man's wake"suddenly pulled out a sand-bag and raised it in the air to strike
his unconscious victim on the head. .
"Look ont behind!" shouted Hammond, warningly, as
he clashed at the group.
The gentleman turned, sa.w the descending bag and
jumped aside.
The tough, almost overbalanced by .t he downward swing
of the ''eighty sand-club. staggered a fpot or two ahead.
Then something unexpected happen!ld.
/ _Hammond darted ,up and bis arm shot out with lightning
quickness.
Spat!
.
Down went the rough from a sledge-hammer blow under
the ear, an? he ro!led h~l~::-st1~~ned into the gutter.

For a moment the Owls stood aghast at the discomfiture
of one of their number.
But only for a moment.
Encouraged by numbers; they sprang at Hammond a.nd
upon the gentleman in whose defence he had interfcreu.
Bi:ff ! Swat! Smash!
·
The boy broker was using his fists with professional swiftness, while he ducked the blows aimed at his head.
The gentleman also put up a strong resistance for· a man
of his years.
The hoot of the owl rang out again, shriller than before,
and dark forms began to come forth from alleys, doorways
and the aJJ-night barrooms.
Not all of these were Owls, but they were more or less in
sympathy with the ruffians that terrorized that quarter of
the town.
The fight was growing hottel' and more desperate for
the two defenders, now being sorely pressed by the reinforcements hurrying to the scene.
Hammond received a staggering blow on the head, and a
black-jack was raised by anotl1er tough to finish him when
-whack! came , a stone behind the ruffian's ear, and he
dropped bleeding anc1 senseless to the sidewalk.
Mickey and Teddy, hovering unnoticed on the fringe
of the fight, had fired two heavy stones into the ranks or
the enemy, and Mickey's aim at the rough with the blackjack had saved his young employer from a knockout.
Bi:ff ! Swat !
Hammond's fist ·beat a tattoo on two evil and lique>rinfiamed faces in front of him.
"Kill the elude!" roared a third.
With a fierce imprecation, one of the Owls drew a revolver and aimed it pe>int-blank at Hammond.
The boy saw the glint of the barrel and dodged as the
fellow pulled the trigger.
A. sharp cry came from the lips of an Owl behind him as
the report shattered the night air.
The fellow had been in the act of bringing a wickedlooking club down upon the young broker's head when the
bullet pierced his lung and he fell, clutching wildly at the
air.
While that death-cry was still ringing in his ears, Hammond jumped forward and wrenched the revolver from the
tough's hand.
Two Owls sprang to their associate's aid.
Swat!
·
A. .brick thrown by Mickey took one alongside the ear
and he dropped stunned to the walk, while the boy broker
brushed the other from his path with tl~e butt of the revolver.
Hammond then backed up alongside the bleeding gen- •
tleman, whose back was against the wall of a house, and
held the rest of the gang at bay with the gun.
By this time the whole block was aroused by the noise
of the scrimmage, 1and more than half of the windows were
filled with male and female heads.
The ~rack . of a revolver was no unusual circumstance in
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that vicinity, and some kind uf trouble alm<ltit a nightly j The disheartened gang began fo give way, but Haun11on1l
occurrence; but this row bore ear-marks of something out foll11\\'Cr1 them up.
of the common.
Biff ! Whack ! Swat!
It looked as if the turbulent Owls, for once in their
H e put it oYer one after another of them, while lh ~i r
career, were having their hancl s full, though only two out- blows fell harmlessly about him.
siders were opposed to them.
The arrival of the second officer on the scene 'complelec1
Already four of the gang bad been knocked out, and one the rout.
of these was dying where he lay.
·Sharp intonations of an owl resounded all around and the
The ruffians were furious, but not one of the bunch had members of the gang broke like mist before the rising sun,
the nerve to advance in the face of tlial threatening revolver seeking shelter in entries, saloons and other openings, until
in the hand of a determin ed bo_y.
only the two officers, Mickey, T eddy, Hammond and the
Just then rose the warning cry : "A cop! ·Beat it! A gentleman who had been the cause of the disturbance, recop!"
mained in the street.
Six Owls lay about, half of them perfectly moti\nless.
One policcn1an carJ"icd no great terror to the hea1ts of the
The other casualties were shown in the bleeding face
gang.
.Jiany an of!Jcer liad they seuL to the hospital, and they and torn clothes of the man who had come from the ferry,
and a _few cuts on Hammond's handsome countenance.
assumed a stvnd ing contempt for the police.
The riot, however, was over, with the victors in possession
It was as much as a rouncl sroan's li.fe was worth to interof the field .
.Iere, single-handed.
Yet they did it, for it was their duty.
The thought that their victims would escape under po·
CHAPTER YIII.
Hoe protection so . angered the Owls that, under the encouraging cry of a leader, they flung themselves at HamA TIP ON :MISSOURI CENTRAL. ·
mond and the gentleman by his side.
Harry fired, and the foremost Owl went down with a
While one of the officers was asking .for an explanation oi
bullet in his shoulder.
the
trouble from Hammond and the well-dressed stranger,
He pulled the trigger a second time, but this time withthe
other was rapping the curb with hl.s night-stick ior
out result.
·
assistance.
·
The next moment he was in the center of a wild-eyed
1
"I
am
thoroughly
convinced that this young man sa1·ed
crowd.
·
my
life
to-night,"
said
the i:irosperous-looking gentleman,
Re slipped down and ~me fellow fell head over heels upon
with an earnestness that showed Ile meant it. "One of that
him.
Two bricks whizzed into the mob and badly damaged the gang was in the act of striking "·me down unawares : from
behind with a sanc1-bag ·when he shotitec1 a warning, and I
faces of t wo of the Owls.
I
·
The policeman now came running up with his club in escaped by the narrowest possible.margin:''
((
Well,
I
did
the
best
I
could
for
yo
u,
sir,''
replied
I-tarry,
one hand and his revolver in the other.
modestly.
He used the former with telling effect on the heads of
" I should say that you · did," answered the gentleman,
the ruffians.
with some v-ehemerice in his tone. "Why; you went for
In self-defense, three of them attacked him.
those rascals like a young cyclone.' You're a wonder with
}fore bricks, thrown by the valiant Wall Street messenyour fists. · I ·would n·ever think you capable of such skill
ger boys, created havoc in the ranks of the Owls.
just to look at you.''
. Another policeman, attracted by the tumult. came run"I took lessons .from an ex~prizC-:fighter, sir, in order lo
ning from the direction of Greenwich Street.
learn how to protect ·myself 'in an emergency. ' I
ve·r.v
The toughs were trying to get at the fallen yol;l.llg broker,
glad to f!ay that my knowledge came in handy to-night.''
but were ·bothered by their kicking comrade, whom Ham" Well , I must take your frames, gentlemen," said the otli- •
mond held above him in such a way that he received the
cer, looking inquiringly at the stranger; while · he held his
kicks infonded for himself.
notebook open "in his hand: · .
·· ·
The first policeman had worked himself_ into the heart
" Mine is Alfred Borum." ·
of the trouble and the Owl fell back, sullenly.
"And your ·address?" ·.
Hammond threw the fallen ruffian to one side and beat
"No. - President Street, Brooklyn."
him with a blow :from the revolver, which slipped out of
" What is your business·?"
11is grasp.
" I am a banker, ·a.t No: _ :wall Street."
Springing to his feet he went for the thugs hammer and
" Now yours, young man ?" said the Officer, turning 1
tongs, for- his· blood was now thoroughly up.
Hammond.
For a young fellow of his general build, who looked to
"Hatr)' Hainmond;stock' brokJr,::Bar;num.. Buiklrng, ~ \\ a.11
beI :easy. meat, his pugilistic efforts were a revela.tion. ·
Street."

am
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Mr. Borum looked interested when he heard the boy's
answer.
"I am pleased to hear that you are connected with Wall
Street, young man,'' said the banker. "Here is my card.
I hope you will drop in and see me soon. I shall be de. lighted to know you better."
"Thank you, sir," replied Harry, putting the card in his
}Jocket. "It will·afford me great pleasure to give you an
_ early ~ll."
Two more policeman now came up, and one of them was
directed to telephone the station for a patrol wagon.
Mr. Borum and Hammond accompanied this officer as
far as Greenwich Street.
Insteaf of taking a Ninth A.venue elevated train 'nptown,
Harry volunteered to walk with the· bwker up to Fourteenth Street, where they boarded a car that carried them
across town to the subway station.
Here they parted, the banker taking a train for Bl'ooklyn
Bridge while Hammond got on an uptown Lenox A.venue
train.
' Harry would have withheld all knowledge' of the street
row from his mother and sister but for the fact that the
affair was printed in the morning paper, ancl he knew they
would see it with his name and address as a conspicuous
figure in the scrimmage.
However, he made the affair as light a1' he could, so as
not to alarm them concerning the peril he had so luckily
passed through with such little injury.
When he reached his office, Mickey told him that John
Dolan had died about :four o'clock, so he telephoned a wellknown undertaker to assume charge of the remains, and
remove the body to his mortuary chapel, pending interment.
The undertaker was directed to send Maggie Dolan to
the Hammond home on 128th Street as soon as her father's
remains had been removed from the Christopher Street
tenemenh
,
The majority of the Wall Street financiers read and
talked about the attack on Alfred Borum, the well-known
banker, by the Night Owl gang.
·Harry Hammond. was boosted into some temporary prominence by the spirited and effective fight he put on the
bwker's behalf.
Jay. White read the account of the affair, and for reasons
of his own came into Hammond's office to congratulate the
boy broker upon his pluck.
Two days later, while Hammond was out of the office,
'the telephone bell rang.
Mickey answered the call with the usual "Hello!"
"Ts that you, Sharpton?" asked a voice.
Before the office boy could say "No," the voice went on:
"I\·e a sure tip for you, Sharpton. Watch Missouri Central. I have inside information that it's in line for a five
or ten-point rise. I'd advise you to get 10,000 shares right
away before heavy buying sends the price up, as it is certain to do in a few days. You can-rely on this as .the real
goods. Chadsey and Hedi.cm. are to do the buying for the
syndicate. Good-by!"

The speaker rang off and Mickey hung up the receiver,
tickled at the idea of having got on to a pointer that would
put his employer in the way of making a good haul out o.f
the market.
A.s soon as Hammond came back, Mickey handed out the
news with a satisfied grin.
"Are you sure those were the exact words of the message?" said Hammond, with considerable interest.
"Yes, sir," replied Mickey, promptly. "I put it down
on dis paper. Youse kin read it for yerself," wd the boy
handecl his boss a sheet from a memorandum pad on which
he ha cl scribbled the message as it came off the wire."
"\.Yho did he call up?"
"When I said 'Hello I' he saicl, 'Is dis you, Sharpton?'
Before I could open me mout' to say nixy, he began talkiu'
away de whole of dat stuff on dat paper."
"The wires must have got crossed somehow, or the girl at
Central connectetl him with this office by mistake. Well,
I'm much obliged to you, Mickey. I'll look into the matter, and if I fincl it's the real thing I'll make it all right
with you."
"T'anks. Youse is welcome."
That afternoon Jay White came in and inquired i£ he
knew of anybody who had some Missouri Central shares.
Harry picked up his ears.
"No, I don't know anybody who has the stock," he replied, "but I dare say you can find a dozen brokers who
have the shaxes. Did you hear that it was going up?"
"Perhaps it is, and perhaps it isn't," answered White,
with a sly look. "I'm not telling all I know."
His manner, however, indicated that he thought favoraLly of the stock.
Next morning l'llr. Chadsey stopped Harry on the sireet
and told him if he ran across any Missouri Central to buy
it at the market price and send it C. 0. D. to his office.
Not long after that Mr. Hedden tapped him on the
shoulder, shook hands pleasantly and gave him a similar
commission.
"There must be something stirring in Missouri Central,"
said the bright boy broker to himself. "According to that
telephone message, Chadsey and Hedden were announced
as the brokers who were going to do the buying, and they
appear io be doing it all right. I think I'd better get in
on this on -the grdund floor.''
'rhe ticker showed several sales of Missouri Central at
175, w11ich was about the figure it had been ruling at
for some time back.
Harry watched the indicator closely for the rest of the
day ancl noticed.a considerable number of sales of the stock
on the Board.
He clid not guess, though, that these were what are called
"wash sales," and had been engineered by Chadsey, Hedden
and Jay White to further their scheme.
The number of sales, 'however, had the effect of attracting some notice to the stock, and ·the price went up to
175 !-l-8.

Next morning Hammond made some inquiries arow1d
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about Missouri Central, but could find nobody who had
heard any reason for unusual activit-y in the sha.res.
There did not appear to be an over-abundance of the
Rlock on the market, as far as .he could ascertain.
Finally Hammond bought a couple oI thousand shares
at 176 and sent them to 1\h. Chadsey, who promptly acreptecl ancl paid :for them .
He bought another thousand and. sent them to Mr. H eclclcn, who took them.
"T guess it will be safe enough for me to buy a :few
thousand shares for myself," he thought, as he sat in bis
office that afternoon.
.Tm:t then Micke.Y anno1mcr<1 a visitor ancl was told to
show him in.
His name was Rogers, and Hammo11cl h a cl never seen him
before.
"Y Ol~re the young broker who helped Ba11ker Borum out
the other night when he was attacked by the Night Owl
gang,'' arcn'L you?" said the caller-, with an apparent show
of interest.
Hammond admitted tliat he was the person.
'"l'hen you ar~ the man to do business for me. I have
5,000 shares of Missouri Central thaL I want to sell at 176.
I am in tl hurry to get ont of town on important business.
Tf y9u could let me have say 20 or 25 pe1" cent. cash down
I'll give you an order on the Washington Tru;t Company
for the stock, to be delivered to youi· order when accompanied by the balance of the purchase price."
Harry considered the matter for a moment or two.
It was a pretty big deal for him to go into.
If anything went wrong with it his 20 per cent. payment, which would amount to $176,000 would be in great
jeopardy.
He might lose every cent of iL.
He excused himself a moment and went out into the reception-room to look at the ticker.
He found that Missouri Central had gone up to 176 1-2.
By taking up the offer o:f Mr. Rogers he would be practically $2,500 ahead of the game at the very start.
He returned to the private room and told his visitor he
would take him u p. ·
"All right," replied lVIr. Rogers, briskly. " I'll write out
the order. "
He did so, and Hammond took him around to the safe
deposit company where he kept his cash, for, being under
age, he could not carry an account at the banks, and handed
him the money.
1\Ir . R.ogers departed, with a look of great satisfaction on
his features.
·

At eleven o'clock it .was down to 172, enta.i ling a furth er
lor;s of $10,000.
By noo n it had sunk to 170, puttm g him altogether
$30,000 to the bad .
"I can't under stan d this sudden and un expected slnmp in
Missouri Central," he said to himself. " What can it
meA11? H as a screw worked loose so soon in that syndicate>' ''
Whil e he was tryin g to :figure the mat ter out, Mi ckey .
knocked on t he door an d annou nced a Ja dy caller.
"Rhow her in," said H arry.
He was greatly smpr ised to see a young lady named
Mary Taylor , whom he knrw well , walk into hi s pri vate
room.
She was the daughter of a poor woma n who had at one
timQ. worked fo 1· his mother, an cl Harry had got her a position aR stenographer with Crosscnp & Co., stock broker s,
for which littl e act of .kindness both she and her mother
wer e very grateful to H arry.
"Why, Miss T aylor, this is an unexpected pleasure,'' ·exclaimed H ammond, jumping up and extending his hand
t o her. " Take a seat."
"I cant' stay but a minute," she replied, with a note of
excitement in her voice, as she sat cl.own. "I've got somet hing t o tell you-something I'm sure you ought to know."
"Well, if you're sure I ought to know it, I am naturall y
eager to learn what it is."
~
"Do you know a gentleman-a broker-by th e nam e of
Chadsey ?"
"Why, yes ; but not very well."
" H e seems to be an enemy of yours." ..
"An enemy of mine l What put that into your hea(I ?"
said" Hammond, in some surprise.
" Because he is working against you, Mr. Hammonc1_,"
she -said, earnestly.
" H ow can you know that?"
'' I will tell you. I overheard Mr. C~dsey, who is a
particular friend of Mr. Crosscup, talking to .him this
morning about a scheme he and two other gentlemen
named H edden and White, have under way to do you up,
as he called it."
·
"Do me up, eh?" said Hammond, with great interest.
"Yes. They mean to squeeze you on Missouri Central."
"Missouri Central!" cried Hammond, looking hard at the
girl.
'.:That's what they called it. Mr. Chadsey says he put
you on to a bogus tip over the 'phone a few days ago, and
that you've fallen into their trap."
"He said that, did he?"
"He did. He told Jl,fr. Crosscup he had formed a syndicate to bea.r Missouri Central, but previous to beginning
CHAPTER IX.
oper ations he had, by ·means of wash sales between himself
an d brokers Hedden and White, forced up the shares on
'l'lrn BOOMER.ANG.
the market nearly two points to carry out the illusion of
Next morning, to Harry's consternation, Missouri Cen- the tip he put in your way. T,hen ·he sent a m
to you
tral dropped back to 174.
with 5,000 shares for sale at 1.76, the market p
'J1 hat meant an immediate loss to him of $10,000.
stock. You bought the shares, he said, and paid
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ou account You cJnn0t get the shares until you pay
the balance of the purchase price, $704,000, I think he
said. The syndicate has got control of about all the shares
on the open market, and he, backed up by brokers Hedden
anc1 White, are going to sell the stock short until the price
goes doi\-:n to a point that will wipe out your ·20 per cent.
interest in the shares held by the Washington Trust Company."
This was startling news fo.r Harry, who had the greater
part of his capital invested in Mi~souri Central on the
strength of the fake tip.
That evidently was the secret of the decline of the stock
all morning.
Chadsey, Hedden and Jay White were selling the stock
short for th,e syndicate, which was their original programme, and they had only delayed operations until they
had caught him in the toils.
Hammond thought he detected the reason for this pulup job--Chac1sey, Hedden and White were trying to get
back at him for the neat way he had scooped them on the
L. & S. options.
Well, they had played their cards well, he could not help
arlmitting, and they had him in a pretty tight box.
'l'he only way out was to sacrifice his interest in the
5,000 shares, and every moment he delayed doing it represented further loss to him.
"I am very much obliged to you, Miss Taylor, for runHing over here to tell me this. It may save me a good
deal of money. I've been tricked,' and will have to use
some ingenuity to save myself from a considerable loss. IL
is something, however, to be forewarned as to the intentiollil
cf the enemy. I haYe no doubt it would giYe them a
\\'hole lot of satisfaction to clean me out entirely if they
could only manage to do it."
"I am so sorry that you are in danger of losing IDDney,
Mr. Hammond. If I could have got away from the office
sooner I should have come before, but this is the only
chance I have had-my lunch hour."
"IYell, :Miss Taylor, it was very good of you to interest
yourself in my affairs, and I assure you I shall not forget
it."
"I am happy to be al* to make some slight return for
your kindness in getting me the position I hold, which is
a good one,'' she replied, earnestly, as she rose to go.
"Don't mention it,'' he ans"·ered. "It was a pleasure
for me to do it for you."
He accompanied her to the door and then rushed for a
look at the ticker.
Missouri Central had gone to 167-representing a los ~
to him of $45,000.
"I must try and get out from under the best way I can,''
he breathed, returning to his den for his hat.
His intention was to go among the brokers and try and
get rid of his holding in Missouri Central at the best figure
he coul
ly had three-quarters of a million to call on I
e myself and give the conspirators the laugh. All

I'd need to do would be to make good the balance of the
price of the shares at the trust company and then lay
back on my oars and wait till the stock reacted, which H
is bound to do as soon as they quit pounding it. But I
haven't the money and so I suppose 1'11 haw to pay the
piper."
At that moment Mickey announced another visitorBanker Alfred Borum.
"Ah, going out, 1\fr. Hammond!" exclaimed his caller,
as they shook hands. "Well, I can call another time, or,
what would do just as well, you could call and see me a.
you promised to do, but have n9t done as yet."
"Well, I am in rather a bit of hurry. The fact of the
matter iR, I'm in a hole. Perhaps ii I was to tell you just
how I am situated you might see your way to offering me
some substantial advice."
"I shall be most happy to advise you if I can. i:t would
gi,·c me great pltasure to assist you out of your hobble,
whatever it is."
"Thank, you, sir. To be plain with you, I'm the victim
of the squeeze game."
"Tn what ·way, Hammond?"
"Take a seat, Mr. Borum, and I will makr it clear to
you."
Harry at once put. the banker in possession or all t he
-facts of the case, including the disclosure just made to
him by MiRs Mary Taylor.
"This is a bad bnsiness, Hammond. They've got you into
a trap for fair."
"That's what they have, and I hardly see yet how I 'm
goiBg to escape without a big sacrifice."
"How low has .Missouri Central gone to-day?" asked the
banker.
Harry stepped out and took another glance at the ticker.'
"It is now 16e," he answered when he got back, "a loss
of ten points since the Exchange opened."
"Ancl that means--"
"That I am $50,000 out at this moment, wit h eYerv
chance that I'll be another $50,000 to the bad before I
can sell out."
"Why sell at all? Why not hold until the shares recover? The nominal value of Missouri Central is anywhere from 175 to 180, and it is only a question of a few
clays before it. will get back to those figures."
"I haven't the money to hold on."
"How much would you need to save yourself?"
"I ought to have $700,000 to get full control of the
stock I have bought."
"It's a rascally trick to fleece you in this underhanded
way, but many brokers think an:· kind of sharp practice is
as fair in Wall Street as in love and war. It is a common
saying that if you don't shear your neighbor he'll shear
you"
"It makes me angry to think I was such a simpleton as
to walk into the snare these chaps spread for me. They
will have a fine laugh on me."
"They will unless you checkmate them."
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•' That is impossible without plenty of money "
"What is the exact sum you need to take the shares out
of the trust company?."
"Seven hundred and four thousand dollars."
"Very well, Hammond, I will give you my check for that
•
amount now," said the banker.
"You
astonishment.
in
Harry,
" Ur. Borum!" exclaimed
cannot mean that, surely?"
"I do. You can turn the stock over to me as security
fo r the loan,"
"Mr. Borum, how can I thank you?''
11
By not saying anything more about it. You saved my
life the other night, and it gives me great satisfaction to
be able to help you out of your scrape."
Hammond held out his hand to the bankrr an<l the gentleman took it.
"Now we shall be able to block the little gn.mc o[ Messrs.
Chadsey, Hedden and White. The next thin g is lo turn
the tables on them and have the joke on _yom side. He
laughs best who laughs last, you know."
'' But how can such a result be mann £:c<l ?'' :rnked Hammond, in some excitement.
"By buying all . the stock of Missouri Ccnfral they can
offer."
"But that would take millions, probably," almost gasped
Harry.
"It will not ta~e so much as you think," replied Mr.
Borum, calmly.
"It will not?"
"No. I happen to know exactly how much stock they
can control at the outside. They may have the full amount
in their hands, or they i;nay not. At any rate, they cannot
have more than a certain number of shares, for the IndependeNt Trust Co., of which an intimate friend of mine
is · president, holds. the controlling interest in the road.
That interest is not for sale, and may, therefore, be considered out of the market. The fight then will be confined to the floating shares, of which you have bought 5,000,
and we will · assume this syndicate htj.s purchased the rest
some days ago. r. will go into this battle with you against
the syndicte, that is, I wi11 finance you. Go ahead and get
some reputable Exchange broker to execute your orders
Direct him to take every share the syndicate offers. I have
money enough to exhaust. their holdings, and then you'll
have them where the shoe pinches. With the shares in
our possession, and the certain knowledge that they cannot
purchase a single share anywhere to cover their short interest, the syndicate is bound to go to the wall. There will
be nothing to prevent you from running Missouri Central
up to 200 or over, and you will be in a position to dictate a
settlement. This disreputable scheme to part you from
~·our money will prove the biggest boomerang they ever
faced in their Wall Street career. I'll wager it will be in
your power to put every man back of them out of business
if you choose to take full advantage of your power."
"My gracions !" exclaimed the boy broker, almost startled
by the possibilities that lay within his grasp.

CHAPTER X.
A WALL STREET W.A TERLOO.

Harry Hammond and Banker Borum went together to
the Washington Trust Company, where th e boy broker
handed in Mr. Borum's check, after endorsing it. and received the envelope containing fi\(e $1,000 Missouri Cent-rat
stock certificates.
. In the fight that Hammond was now about to start
against the syndicate that- was selling :u. C. short, it was
arranged that every share of stock purchased by H arry'g
rrprei'entative on the floor of the Excha.ngr waH lo be tlel i 1·cred C. 0. D. at the Borum Bank.
l\fr. Borum knew to a small fraction the full amount of
shares that were likely to figure in the deal , and had the
cash on hand to settle for them.
When those shares were all in the syndicate would be
\
driven into a corner.
As matters now stood, Hammond saw that he had all the
trump cards in his hand.
AH that remained for him was to play Uw game out
to its logical conclusion, which was certain Yicwr.\· for
himself.·
It was certainly an exhilarating thought.
No wonder that his customary smile was unusually childlike a.nd bland when he met .Tay -White in the elevator on
his return to the Barnum Building.
White was rather surprised to notice the remarkable
cheerfulness of his rival in the face of the decline in
Missouri Central, which by that time represented a clea.r
loss to Hammond of nearly $75,000.
· He couldn't resist making a remark on the subject.
"Missouri Central seems to be going to the. dogs this
morning," he gaid, with a grin.
"Oh, that won't last," replied Hammond, pleasantly. "I
got a tip over the 'phone the other day that it would certainly make a ten or fifteen-point advance, so this little
flnrry doesn't bother me."
White felt like hugging himself for very joy at Ham·
mond's seeming confidence in a losing game, as well aP
his admission that he was interested in the fortunes ot
M:iRsouri Central.
"How many shares have you got?" asked White, though
that was a superfluous question, for he knew well enough
that Hammond had been loaded up with the 5,000 that
Mr. Chadsey had sent' him -through Mr. Rogers.
"A few thousand," replied Harry, carelessly, as they
stepped out of the elevator at the third floor; "but I expect to buy more."
"Oh, you do!" grinned White. "Well, I guess yon can
get all you want at the Exchange. It's going to i:;ce<l
there."
"Seeds often produce trees; trees in their turn bloom and
yield a harvest of fruit."
"So I've heard," snickered White, "but M. 0.
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'; o produce a harni::;i of banki;uptcy to any one who is long lars' worth of stock left. With the fight on to-morrow, it
on it at present. " .
may go like hot cakes."
." l ot if he has the dough to hold on."
"We must sell what we haven't got, then," said . Jnr.
"Do yon mean to say you've got the dough to hold on Chadsey. "We must keep the price down or we ar:e-lost."
to 5,000 shares that cost you 176, ancl have gcine down 15
"Suppose we lose our grip in the end and then find onrpoints since moming ?"
selves unable to make good our contracts ?"
"How do you know I have 5,000 shares, and that I paid
Mr. Chadsey shrugged his shoulders.
176 for them?" retorted Hammond, sharply.
He knew only too well that such a crisis spelled ruin.
"Why, you said so, didn't you?" r eplied W11ite, in some
The syndl.cate could throw up its hands when its last
confusion, as he realized he had made a slip of the tongue. share had been delivered, pocket the known loss and retire
"I'm not in the habit of exposing my business,ir answerep_ from the field; or it could keep on selling on a chan ce 9f
Harry. ~'I never told yon such a thing." ·
exhausting the capital at the back of Schlumm.
"I must have got you mixed up with some othe1· man,
It was a momento11s decision they had to decide i.ipon
ihcn;wlio I know is long on M. 0. to that extent."
that afternoon.
Hammond knew White was lying, but he let it go at that.
It was finally resolved to see the thing through to the
It was sa.Lisfaciion enough for him to see that his business limit.
rival had betrayed himself.
Next morning the fight for th e control of: the sitna.tion
Next morning Missouri Central opened at 156-a drop was resumed.
of 20 points in 24 hours.
Schlumm welcomed every share flung him, with th e
The bear 01rnrators apparently had everything their way. avidity of a drowning man grasping at a straw.
But suddenly they struck a snag.
The .perspiration stood out on the brows of Messrs. ChadMr: Schlumm, of Schlumm & Engle, a well-Im.own sey and H edden.
,_
broker, started in to stem the downward tide.
At last their last block of Missouri Central had been
He wanted Missouri Central shares.
Rwallowed up by Schlumm, who still shouted :for more.
They were :flung at him at once.
The syndicate had received checks from Banker Borum,
That di<ln't fca:Ze him for a cent.
who was supposed to be acting for the buyer, to the amoun t
He gathered it in as fast as it was offered.
of: $G,500.000; but they had parted with stock which repMr. Chadsey stood aghast at the apparently reckless buy- resented $7,000,000.
ing he was indulging in.
They owed $6,000,000 on i:t, and th e bulk of the checks
So did Mr. Hedden.
went to liquidate their indebtedness.
The fight, however, was on and they had to support their
H they dropped out now the shares would go up from
end.
10 to 20 points in no time.
Missouri Central's downward plunge stopped short and
The only way to hold the price down was to keep on
it began to rise, an eighth at a time, in spite of the frantic selling on the chance of being able to buy the std~k back
efforts of Messrs. Chadsey and Hedden.
later at a lower figure in order to fill their contracts.
"Who the dickens is Schl'umm buying this stock for?"
They were sure now that they were bucking against a b111l
Mr. Chadsey remarked to his partner in tl{e game, in an syndicate.
,
anxious whisper.
The question was, how long could that P.ool stand the
"Give it up," repliE!d Hedden, shortly, for he wasn't cash drain?
pleased with the outlook.
H it was equal to all demands, then the Chadsey, H edden
"He's bought $3,000,000 of it so far," growled Chadsey. and White combine would go to the wall.
"If he can keep that up long enough, I see our finish."
So the battle went on until two o'clock, and then Chad"Ile won't be able to keep it up. We've $3,000,000 worth sey dared go no further.
'
more at ou:r back."
He and Hedden threw up the sponge, and -immediately
"That's right," replied Chadsey, brightening up.
Missouri Central began to soar like a bird, amicl a panTh!! battle went on.
demonium of excitement.
When the Exchange closed for the day, nearly $2,000,The members of the broken syndicate then brought out
COO more of Missouri Central had changed hands at prices their half million and made a scramble to ·cover their
v:nyiT;g from 158 to 160, and Mr. Sehlumm's resources shorts.
seemed to be unlimited.
They were paralyzed to find that they couldn't buy a
Messrs. Chadsey and Hedden found several members of share at any price.
the syndicate waiting for them at the former's office.
An effort was then made to bo~Tow the stock to tide over
They looked worried.
disaster, but th~re was none to be borrowed.
"How do we stand?" they asked.
When three o' clock struck every member of the syndicate realized that he was probably a ruined man.
Mr. Chadsey told them.
The papers that night were full of the remarkable fight
ituation looks bad," said one operator, gloomily.
s what it does. We've only about a million dol- on the Stock E xchange, betwijen the rival factions over
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Missouri Central, and noithing , else seemed to be talked
about in Wall Street.
Everybody wondered w1*> was at the back of Schlumm &
Engle.
It must be a syndicate of important brokers to be
:financed so heavily by tln.e Borum ~an.k, which was regarded as a very conservative house, as well as a solid one,
for Alfred Borum himself was classed among the multimillionaires of New York.
Next day the truth was out, wl1cn the shorts were notified
to call on Harry Hammond and settle.
Wall Street was 11.mazed.
What, that boy broker the master of the situation !
A youth of eighteen, who did business in an insignificantsized office in the Baxnmn Building, was he !he person
who was dictating terms to hall a dozen ·of the smartest
brokers on the Street?
It seemed incredible.
Yet it was the fact not to be disputed.
Harry Hammond had cornered the Yisible supply of
Missouri Central stock.
The Independent Tru!it Co., which held the majority of
the road's stock, could have turne(\ the tide against Hammond by throwing its shares on the market, but of course
it wouldn't do such a foolish thing.
It was to the interest of the trust company to keep the
price up, not send it down.
Missouri Central was now booming to beat the band.
The Exchange was in a fever of excitement over it.
Nearly every broker wanted to buy some shares, but they
were not for sale; that is, not until Hammond had dictated
terms of settlement with his debtors.
The reader will have to imagine the rage and dismay of
Nicholas Chadsey, Tom Hedden and Jay White, when they
learned who held their fate in his hand.
Chadsey swore that Hammond must be the fig rehead
of some syndicate, for he knew it had taken something
like eight millions in cash to swing the deal.
It was preposterous to think that that eighteen-year-old
boy had been himself able to control so much money.
His opinion, however, did not alter the fact that he and
hi:; associates had to present themselves before Harry
Hammond in his little office and eat humble pie.
That's what broke the hearls o.J: Chadsey, Hedden and
White.

CHAPTER XL.
EATING HUMBLE PIE.

Jay White was the first to call on Harry hammond, with
a vi ew to a settlement.
He was not as heavily involved as the others, but still
he was just as much at the mercy of his business rival.
Harry Hammond was in a position to force a settlement
at a figure that would drive White out of the Street, and
the boy knew it.
·
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It was gall and wormwood to him to have to humble
himself, but he had to do it.
Harry, however, was generous and let him off easy, but,
nevertheless, it made a big hole in his resources.
He retired to his own office quite downcast, but very glad
to have escaped the extreme penalty.
Mr. Chadsey and :M:r. Hedden came into Hammonu·s
office together.
Chadsey was especially nervous and excited.
"My heavens, Hammond!" he exclaimed. ';We arc l:Lterly ruined unless you let up on us."
·
"That's the truth," nodded Hedden. ":Mr. Chadsey
and my elf are G,000 shares short on Missouri Central. At
200, or ten points above the market price at prescut, ire
can just manage to squeeze through. If you won't seUlc
at that :figure, we have only our seats in the Exchange to
£all back, on. It's up to you whether you treat us white or
drive us out of the Street."
"Is it as· bad as that with you?"
"Yes, it is," replied Mr. Hedden, in a tone of voice ihai
left 110 doubt but he spoke the truth."
"Well, I'm sorry to hear it, gentlemen; but wh·> is to
blame iI not yourselves?"
"It's the fortune of war."
"'fhat's all right, but let me ask you a question."
"Ask as many as yon wish. You are the doclor. You
hold the whip hand over us. It's tough to have to take ow·
hats off to a mere boy, but," 1.Ir. Hedden shrugged his
t!houlclers, "you have got us where the hair is short, and we
can't kick."
"What did you intend to do with me if the boot was
on the other leg?"
"What do you mean by that, HmnmonCl ?"
"Look here, gentlemen, you know you ha\'e been caught
in your own trap."
"In our own trap l Explain you:rseH."
"I intend to. You and Mr. Chads('~', with l11e connivance
of my old chum, Jay White, put up a mighty mean job
against me."
"What's that?"
"You workell a fake tip on Missouri Central over tlte
"phone to me. · I admiL I took the bait to the extent o.J: permitting you to saddle 5,000 shares o.f the stock on inc at
176. I really believed the stock was going up, as you meant
it should. Next morning I woke up to the fact that it was
hound in the olher direction. I could not unllcrstand the
matter at :first. I did not then suspect that I was the victim of a pretty small piece o.f business for reputable brokerA
to engage in; but a light came to me after I 'was $50,000 to
the ba<l. I discovered the general particulars of your game.
'1.1 hen I started in to try and save myself. I found I co11lcl
not extricate myself without suffering a heavy loss-possibly every dollar I had paid to your man Rogers, who came
to me with a false story on his lips. You had arranged this
syndicate beforehand for 'bearing' Missouri Central. You
had got control of about all of the floating shares. You
intended to do me out of that $176,000 and divide it qe-
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tween you two and Jay White. This was just a little i libeling the fraternity ? · I sn't Lhere honor and de<:eucy in
squeeze game you intended to hand me out as an inde- the brokerage business as well as shrewdness ?"
pendent side issue to the syndicate matter. You wanted
His visitors were silent.
to get square with me for catching you to the extent oi a
"Now we will come to my terms. Mr. Hedden ha offew paltry thousands on those L. & S. options. You had frrec1 me in behalf of himself and you, ten points above
the game in your hands all rigM until-I found a good Lhe market price for 6,000 shares of :JL C. Suppose I reangel at the eleventh hour. This good angel not only let fuse to accept this? I have complete control of Missouri
me have the necessary money to block your purpos.e, but h 1: Central a.t this moment. The price will go above the figure
furnished me with the sinews of war to carry the fight right you offer before the Exchange closes. It may go to 215 tointo your own camp. Well, what has been the result? I morrow."
have beaten you and your syndicate to a standstill. Who is
"Not if the Independent Trust Co. throws its holdings on
to blame, then, for your finding yourselves in a hole? Your- the market," replied Mr. Chadsey. "That would break
selves. If you hadn't tried to do m,e ,I never shoula have your corner and probably swamp you."
monkeyed with Missouri Central, and you and your syndi"'L1 he Independent 1'rust Co. will do nothing of the
cate would probably be figuring on your profits to-day in- kind."
stead of eating humble pie in my office."
"How do you know it won't? The temptation of such .a
Every word Harry Hammond uttered was the exad price as 200 or over which you are forcing may be loo
truth, and both Chadsey and Hedden knew it; but they were great for the co.mpany to resist. Were I the prer;ident I
astonished to learn that he was wise to their· unsportsman- should take advantage of the situation to realize. The
like tactics.
stock is bound to go down later and the company could
"Where did you get all this information?" asked Mr. buy i~s stock back again at a handsome profit. You had
best go slow, young man, or vou
may find yourself in the
H.edd en, su 11en1y.
"'
,
"I decline to answer your question. Let it suffice that I soup."
was forewarned."
"Don't won•y about me, Mr. Chadsey. The trust company wilJ not imitate your underhand tactics. I have a
"So that's why we've been beaten, eh? And your good
complete understanding with the president."
angel-who was he!' Was it, Borum, the banker?"
"The deuce you have!" exclaimed the stout broker,
· "I decline to answer that, too."
clearly astonished.
"It must have been he, for he paid for every share of
'Mr. Hedden also looked bewildered.
Missouri Central we sold to your broker at the E xchange."
"You see, gentlemen, you haven't the slightest loophol"
"Enough of this," interposed Mr. Chadsey, impalienily.
by which to egcapc. Now, suppose I ask you 210 or 214
"What are you going to do with us? We ar~ ready and for those
CT,000 sharet:i ? When then?''
able to pay you ten points above the ruling price for 6,000
'The cold s~·eai came out on the stout man's forehead.
shares of M. C. It will take our last available dollar, but.
"We shall each have t.o make an assicnment, and we'll
that fact can cut but little ice with you, who are the czar of
be sold out under the rule or at private sale to Eatisfy your
the situation. Will you let us off at that figure?"
demand," he answered, with almost a groan.
"Before I state m:r tehns, Mr. Chadsey, I want you to
"Yes,'' 'l.·eplicd Harry, quietly, " I think that is what.
acknowledge the trick you played upon ' me."
would happen to you. It isn't a pleasant prospect that
The stout broker was silent.
you face, gentlemen."
He looked at Mr. Hedden, and his side-partner nodded,
The boy broker wa:s certainly rubbing it. into them.
gloomily.
He was taking his revenge in his own fashion.
,"Well," replied .Mr. Chadsey, and the words came from
But he did not really intend to drive them to the wall.
him like the drawing of a tooth," we acknowledge the corn.
He was satisfied with frightening them out of their boots.
We did try to do you."
There was a painful silence in the room.
'' You endorse Mr. Chadsey's admission, 1 pres;ime, Mr.
Then Harry rang his bell.
Hechlen ?"
When Mickey answered the summons he said :
That gentleman nodded.
" What is the last quotation of Missouri Central ?"
" Do you think that was a. fair thing to do against a boy
'L'he boy disappeared, but returned in a few minutes.
'only a few months in the Street on his own account? I sn't
"One hundred and ninety-five bid."
"'all Street full of snares enough without experienced op"Gentleman," said the boy broker, tltrning to the men he
erators like you adding your mite to trip up a ne\Ycomer? had in his grip, "you heard him. Those are my terms. I
How much satisfaction would it have given you in the long will not squeeze you a single point above the market. I
run to have driven me from the district?"
think you have been hit badly enough as it is. You can
"Every broker is out for his neighbor's scalp," replied settle at 195."
Mr. Chadsey, doggedly.
"Do you mean that?" cried Hedden, jumping to his
"Is he? I wasn't aware that the custom was so universal feet."
as you would have me believe. Are you sur%you are not
"I do."
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"Mr. Chadsey," said the thin broker, " I think Hammond
is treating us uncommonly white. What do you think?"
"By ginger! l agree with you. Hammond your hand.
We did you dirt and you take your revenge by acting generously. F rom this moment I am your friend."
"And you can count me in, too," said Mr. Hedden.
The boy broker had won something of more impor tance
even th'.111 money.

CH.APTER XII.
A SOUTHERN RAILWAY CERTIFICATE.

Hammond settled with the other members of the syndicate on the same terms he offered to Chadsey and Hedden.
Altog-ethe1·,
ll1e pool ~1'as J 5,000 sl1°1·es
sl1ort, and the
~
"'
boy's profit on those shares amounted to $650,000.
Everybody wanteJ Missomi Central beeause it was going
up, and because ii was as scarce as hen's teeth.
H e gradually lrL out the 40,000 shares he had bought
from the syndicate at prices varying from 155 to 165, at
an average of 205, clearing about $1,800,000, which, of
course, went to Mr. Boruin.
•
. 11 h
F ma
y e sold the 5,000 shares that Mr. Chadsey had
b' uncoed him into taking at 176.
Aft d d
er e ucting nearly $15,000 he paid to Schlu.mm &
Engle for commissions, and a large sum as a recompense to
Banker Borum for financing the deal, Harry H ammond
found that his total profits amounted to a little over
$150,000.
Of course. all Wall Street was astonished at the remarkable success of Harry Hammond, the boy broker of the
Barnum Building.
His feat of driving a bear syndicate to cover, and then
effecting a corner in Missouri Central was a three days'
wonder, and dozens of brokers found some excuse to visit
the clever, boy at his office, and congratulate him on the
showing he had made 80 early in his Wall Street career.
Everybody agreed that he was a comer, maybe the future
King of Wall Street.
The mone.y he had made out o.f the deal had been magni.lied into millions by the general run of the denizens of the
Street as well as by the press.
In fact, one paper, in its Sunday edition, devoted a
whole page to Harry Hammond, under the. general head of
"The Boy Who Cornered a Stock," and the article represented him as having made two million by the operation.
At any rate, Hammond was looked upon as a personage
of considerable importance in the financial jungle, and his
business increased to such an extent that he had to hire a
bookkeeper and a stenographer.
Under these ciTcumstances he found his quarters rather
cramped, but there was no desirable suite vacant in the
building, and as he didn't care to move to another localion he concluded to worry along with his present oflfaes.
About ten days after the ·end of the corner in ·Missouri

Central, he was sitting in his office :figuring upon the advisability of buying a fe w· thousand shares of a stock that
gave signs of unwonted activity, when Mickey announced
a caller.
"What did you say his name was, iliickey ?"
"Mr. James McNabb."
"I don't know him. Did you ask him what he wanted to
see me about?"
"Yes, sir. He wouldn't tell me."
"Well, show him in."
Whereupon Micke)I. ushered Mr. McNabb into the private
office,
"You are Mr. Hammond, I belieYe?'' said ~Ir. McNabb,
with a fiour~sh of his pocket handkerchief.
He was pock-marked and samly-featureJ, !taJ Icrret-likc
eyes am1 looked uncommonly sharp.
"Yes, sir, tha t is my narne," rrplied the boy broker, who
did not fancy hi8 visitor nnwh. '"rake a seat and let me
know bow I can be of service to you."
"Thanks," replied. Mr. McNabb, taking possession of tltc
chair alongside o.f Hammond's desk. "Rather a warm day,
don't you think ?"
·
"Yes, it';; quite warm for a springdav."
~
'J
" By the way, 1\fr. Hammond," sait1 his visitor, in
miliar and confidential manner, "you have acquired
markable reputation for a young man. y OU must
made several million out of that corner in I\Iissouri
trai."

a faa reha Ve
Cen-

"Excuse me, Mr. McNabb, but I am very busy. Will you
please inform me what your business is with me?" rep~ied
Hammond, shortly.
"I was coming to it," answered the sandy-complexioned
man, briskly, 'l;ith another wave of his handkerchief. " The
matter is this: I am promoting a syndicate to buy a \vellknown stock . for the purpose of effecting a corn'er in the
shares and making several million out oi the credulous
public. Here is a list of the gentlemen who have agreed fo
put in half a million 'each. How would you like lo go in
"'ith ·us? I can assure you that you wili easily double your
investment."
''I don't care to go into a blind puol. I prefer to con- ·
trol my own money, sir."
"But this is bound to be au Al, copper-fastened Cinch,''
replied Mr. McNabb. ·
"It may prove to be all you claim for it, but, neverth~
less, I don't care to go into it," answered the boy broker,
firmly.
:
"You'l'e foolish, young man," persisted Mr. McNabb.
"Th.is is the best thing you eye1' !'> truck in your life."
"What is the name of the :;tock you propose to boom?"
"'Oh, come now, Mr. Hammond, you couldn't· expect me
to tell you that unie:;~ you promised tu go into this ·pool,"
said his Yisitor, 'Yith a 1.-nowing griu.
·
" All right," replicJ the boy. "You will l1ave to exctise
me taking an inLet est in this ·l'o11ibine. ''
"Then .)'OU won't go iil with us i'''
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"No, sir; I don't care to tie up any of my money in the You may keep the $600 for your trouble of selling the
sha.res."
way you propose."
As his commission for disposing 0£ t~e stock would
Mr. McNabb looked disappointed.
"Well, if you won't go in: you won't , I suppose," he said. only be $12.50, . Harry was manifestly surprised a.t the
" T hat's right."
woman's extraordinary liberality, which he could not for
" You'll be sorry when you find out what you've missed," a moment think of accepting.
said Mr. McNabb, as he rose to go.
H e wasn't a Wall Street shark, to take advantage of a
"It is possible, but not probable," r eplied Hammond.
custom er's ignorance or foolishness.
"Then I wish you good-day,» said his visitor
"You will have to excuse me, madam. I cannot possibly
" Good-day, Mr. McNabb."
accept your offer . It would be nothing short of r obbery
Then . the syndicate promoter left.
to take such a sum from you for selling your stock certifiNext day a middle-aged woman, cl ad in deep black, cate. My cl1 arges are one-eighth of one per cent. for
was shown into Hammond's den .
riiher buying or Felling-no more."
When she lifted her veil H arry saw th at ;;he must ban'
H iR viFitor gave in~i cations...Qf embarrassment.
been a great beauty when she was younger, for she was still
Finally Rhe asked him if he would lend her $5,000 on
.
a very fine-looking woman.
the Rtork, holding the certificate as security.
"You are Mr. Hammond ?" she a~krc1, in terrogaiively.
Th<' la<ly'R per sisten ce in trying to get some money out
"Yes, ma'am. How can 1 serve yoll ?"
0f h im at once arou sed a suspicion in his mind that all
" I have a certificate for a hundred sh<J l'l"' of Southern mi~ht noi be right in the matter.
Railway, which was left to me by my l rn~bau d . who rlird
He was a quick thinker and decided what he would do.
recently. I should like to dispose of il, for T need the
"Very well, madam, if you will wait about fifteen minmoney. I came to you, because 1 8aw yom name mentioned utes I will get you the money," he said, reaching for his
in such complimentary terms in the newspapers. as an h at.
unusually smart and honest hrol{er. My lrnsband was vic" I will t ake your check," sh e said, eagerly.
timized so often in Wall Street hy unscru plous brokers
" T don't give checks, madam. As I am under age I have
that I have very little con ficl ence in them as a general to do Rll my business on the cash basis. I wo!l't keep you
thing. I.think from the looks of your face, J\Ir. H ammond, Rny longer than it takes me to run up to the safe deposit
that you will do the ri ght thing by me."
company t o get the money." ·
She flashed a sweet, confiding sort of look on H arry that
She Feemed t o be satisfied with thii:; explanation, and
quite captivated him.
H ammon d left his den.
"Thank you, madam, for your flattering opinion . I
" T am going out a lit tle while, Mickey," he said to bis
guess you'll find that every r ep.u table broker will treat you
office boy. " Keep your eye on the.lady in the private room .
in a straightforward manner. Where is this stock you
If Rhe lea','.es before I get back, follow her and see where
spoke about?"
she goes."
The lady opened a small bag she carried in h er hand
" Yes, sir," rnplied ]\[ickey, promptly.
and took therefrom a stock certificate for 100 shares in the
mon d did not go to the safe deposit vaults.
Ham
Southern Railway Co.
ilerl a cab and drove to the office of the Southern
ha
He
The boy broker looked it over and it se~med to be all
Company.
Railway
right.
adm itted t o the secret::iry's office he laid the 'cerBeing
Southern Railway was a gilt-edged security, and was
stock on t~at gentleman' desk.
of
ificate
t
then ruling at 226.
d li ke to have the genuineness of that certificate
shoul
T
"
The certificate therefore was worth $22,6 00.
yon \rm kimlly t al<e the troubl e to do so." ·
if
verifiea,
Hammond, however, never purchased either bonds or
"rertain ly," r rpli ed the secr t>tary.
stock from strangers without verifying their genuineness.
n e took the certificate and consulted hi s r ecord book.
"Well, madam, if ypu will leave this with rnr I have no
" Wh ere rlicl you get thi s certificate, Mr. Hammond?"
donut I can sell it to-day. You can call any t ime after
th e gentleman, when he r eturned to his desk.
asked
t en to-morrow and I shall probably have th e money for
explain ed that it hacl been brought to his office by
arry
H
.
you."
said her deccm;ed lrn Rband had left it to her.
who
y
larl
a
"I wanted to leave town this afternoon for an extended
the lady's address?"
you
"Have
trip. I thought you would buy it from me and let me have
"No. But that is unnecessary. She is waiting in my
the money at once."
" I do not care to buy it myself, but as you arc in such office fo r me to r eturn with $5,000, which I promised to
a. hurry to get rjd of it I'll run out and sell it for you. loan her on the certificate."
"G ood!" r eplied the gentleman. "I will go back with
Call back in an hour."
and we will have a detecti ve from the Wall Street
you
His visitor looked disappointed.
"I don't like to have to come ba ck; again," she said, Bureau meet us at the door," said the secretary, taking up
nervously. "Couldn't you let me have the $22,000 now ? his1 desk telephone.
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"Why," exclaimed Hamn1ond, in some excitement, "is
this certificate a forged one?"
"Oh, no; but it was stolen, together with other securities,
from the residence of Oliver Hobbs, the financier, at Cliff
Haven, two months ago."
"Good gracious ! Then thfa woman--"
"May be innocent of any complicity in the theft, or she
may be an accomplice of the robber or robbers. That is
what we .must find out. I ! she be the latter we may be
· able to get a line on the thief through her."
Hammond ru1d th e secretary of the Southern Railway
Co. found a detective waiting for them at the main entrance
to the Barnum Building.
The three went directly to Hammond's offices.
The lady, however, was no longer in the office, and Harry
noticed that Mickey wnR also missing.
,

CHA P'J'ER XUI.
HAMMOND BUYS MOHE DF. AD SUARES.

"The lady bas gone,'' said Hammond, when tlicy walked
inte the private office.
,
"That's unfortunate," replied the secretary, with a look
of disappointment.
"Her disappearance doesn't speak well in her favor,"
remarked the boy br(}ker.
·
. "It certainly does not. It is very annoying that we
should ha.ve lost her. I expected she would furnish us
with information that would lead. to the detection and
arrest of the person who looted the Hobbs's home."
"W~ll, there is some chance of getting track of her
again."
"In what way?"
"I told my boy when I left the office to keep his eye on
her, and to follow her if she left the office before I got
back."
"Excellent!" cried the secretary. "Did he do it?"
"He is not in his customary seat so· I judge that he did.
I will speak to my stenographer."
The young lady, on being interrogated, said that the visitor had left in a hurry about ten minutes after Hammond's departure, and that Mickey took his hat and went
out directly afterward.
"We'll wait until your boy' returns," said the !'lecrefary.
• "In the meantime you can give us an. outline of the interYie-w you had with the lady, and de.scribe her personal appearance to the detective."
Hammonn did so.
He had hardly finished before his telephone rang.
"Hello!" said Han-y.
"Is clat you, Mr. Hammond," came back Mickey's voice.
"Y r R, Mickey. How about that lady? Been following
h•r. haven't yon?"
"Yes, sir. Got her spotted all right. "
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"Good. Let me hear what you've done."
"I followed her out of the office and seen her meet dat
sandy-headed cha.p dat I showed into yer office yesterday
mornin'."
"You don't mean that Mr. McNabb?" exclaimed Hammond, in some surprise.
"Dat's de chap."
"Where did she meet him?"
"On de comer of Nassau Street.''
"Well?"
"Dey walked up to Broadway, an' took a car down to de
Battery."
"Diel you :follow?"
"Bet yer boots 1 clicl,"
"Go on."
"Dey got off the car an' went into de Bowlin' Green
Builclin'," contim1ed Mickey. "Dat woman took de
elevator upstairs, leavin' de man in the corridor waitin'
for lier to come back. He's dere now. I couldn't follow
her up in de cage, for she'd know me face, so I t'ought
Pel telephone yer for furder orders."
"You did right, Mickey. · Hold the wire."
1Hammoncl turned to the secretary and the detective
ancl tolfl. them what his boy had said over the wire.
"We'll take a cab for the Bowling Green Building at
once," said the detective: "Tell your boy to shadow them
if they leave before we get there, and to 'phone you where
they go.''
Twenty minutes later Mickey bounced into the office with
a broad grin on 'his face .
"Dey're both pinched, Mr,. Hammond," he said, gleefully.
"Is that a fact?" replie_d Hammond, with a look of
interest:
•
"Dat's right. De woman made a big scene when de detective nailed her, an' yer ought to have seen de crowd.
De Sandy-lookin' chap started to run, but de cop pulled
his gun .on him an' he stopped. De gent dat was wit'/ de
officer found ·a lot of stuff in de woman's bag dat he 's'aid
had been pinched from some place out'r town. Dey called
a carriage an' took de bot' of dem to de Tombs. "
The photograph of the sandy-featured man was found
in the Rogue's Gallery, and he was identified at HeadquarteTS as an old offender.
·
The ~ncl of the ::tffair was they both went up the river
after their trial and conviction.
Mr. Oliver Hobbs sent Harry Hammond an elegant diamond ring for haviug been the cause of the capture of the
crooks and the recovery of his property.
It was about this time that Hammond received another
letter from his friend Jack Adams, of Goldfield.
The communication stated that th~ Hercules Leasing
Srndicate had s~cured all but 90,000 shares of the Big
E xtensicm mine, and all b~t 60,000 shar es of the Atalanta
mine. ' .
"If you have taken my tip and bought any of the sharei
of either or both of these mines, hold on to them,'' the
letter read. "I advise you to scour New York for every_
0
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share you can find, even if you have to pay three cents
:for them. We'll take ariy superfluous shares off your hands
at that figure. We are almost sure now that the ore ledges
we are working to such advantage in the Hercules mine
extends into the Atalanta and Big Extension. Of course
we are keeping this quiet, and you must on no account
Jet on what I write you about it. By the end of the month
we shall commence new development work on the Atalanta.
You want to collar all the shares you can of this mine before
ire make a strike, so as to be in on the ground floor with
the rest of us.
Accordingly, during the i:iala.nce of the week, Hammond
rnacle a tour of the brokers' offices on a still hunt for Atal:lnta and Big Ext~nsion shares.
He secured 10,000 Atalanta and 15,000 Bix Extension at
n cent a share.
Then he put a standing advertisement in the financial
papers, stating that he was open to propositions for the
sale of shares of those dead mines.
Jay White saw the advertisement and called on him.
"Bay, Hammond, what do you want with Atalanta and
Big Extension sha;es ?"
"I want to buy them if I can get them cheap enough."
"Isn't that the stuff you bought from Chadsey and Hedden some time ago?"
"Yes."
"There must be something in the wind in that direction
or you wouldn't be so eager to get hold of the stock."
"I didn't say there was."
"What are you giving for the shares?"
"Got any for sale?"
"A few," said White, cautiously.
"Give you a cent a share for all yot1 have."
"Won't you give any more than that?" asked White,
warily.
"I might, though I hardly think I will."
"I'll think the matter over and let you ·know," replied
his rival.
White returned to his office fully satisfied that Hammond
had. some purpose in view in wanting to get\ hold of the
Atalanta and Big Extension stock.
He had 5,000 shares of the former and 6,000 shares of
the latter in his safe.
"I'd be a fool to sell them to Hammond the way things
look. I'll bet he's had some confidential information from
Goldfield on the subject. I'll try and find out what it
means."
He immediately wired a broker in Goldfield with whom
he did business, asking for information.

Interested parties had gone out to the ground to try and
find o~t the reason for this move, but there seemed to be
nothing doing at either of the mines.
They had both shut down operations three years before
and had not been touched since.
The only explanation the Goldfield man could offer was
the fact of the rich strikes in the Hercules mine, which
abutted on the two mines in question.
There was a possibility that the ore ledges in the Hercules might extend to the Atalanta and the Big Extension,
but this was only a surmise.
All the paying da-ims in Goldfield lay in the midst of
a network of other mining properties which had only in
rare cases developed ore of similar richness in less paying
quantities.
There was no certainty at all that Atalanta or Big Extension would be benefited by the strikes in Hercules, close
as the later was to them.
Still, of course, there was always the chance that they
might come in.
Whoever had bought up the shares had not as yet shown
any eagerness to probe the dead mines for the possible extension of the Hercules ledges.
Jay White pondered over this report from the West, and
finally decided to try and get hold of some more of' the
dead shares if he could.
With that view in mind he, too, inserted an advertisement
in two of the financial papers, asking for tenders of the
stock.
Before three days went by a man come into his office and
offered to sell him 10,000 shares of Big Extension at 5
cents.
"I'll giYe you a cent a share," said White.
The man shook his head.
"If that's the best you can offer I'll go and see ·what
Mr. Hammond offers. He is advertising £or the shares,
too."
"He won't give you any more than that," replied White.
"Perha.ps not, but there is no harm in seeing what he
will do."
"Well, I'll give you a cent and a half a share for the
block."
"No," answere'd the man. "They cost me 10 cents three
years ago. When the mine stopped business I chucked the
certificates aside as so much waste-paper. I held on to
them, nevertheless, thinking that some day the mine might
I
resume business. The moment I saw the advertisements,
asking for the stock, I concluded a new strike had been
made in the mine, and so I came on, hoping to recover
a part of my loss."
"There hasn't been any strike," replied White.
CHAPTER XIV.
"Will you tell me why you want to buy the stock, then?"
JAY WHITE MAKES .A. GOOD RAUL.
" I have a customer who asked me to get him some, that's
Jay White received word' from his Goldfield correspond- all."
ent that somebody had been buying up all the Atalanta and
"Then your customer must have got hold of some. inside
Big Extension shares in the district during the past two inform ati on."
months.
"I tried to find out something about the Big Extension
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by writing lo my Goldfield cor espondent, but all I could to scar e up 55,000 shares of-the two m'mes in question, but
learn was that there had been some inquiry for the shares that be meant to hold on to them as the outlay had been
on account of .the strike in H ercules mine, which adjoins insignificant.
Big ·Extension. There is no work going on at the mine, \ Adams wrote back that the syndicate had postponed openho1rever, HO I don't think there's anything in ~t. I am ing up the Atalanta for the present, as the Hercules lease
ll" illing lo risk as high as two cents a share for your stock, occupied all of their attention and 'ras panning ou.t first1
·
bu t that's my limit, unless you can get more out of Ham- class. ·
Jay White had been more or less under a cloud, finanmond. I'll give you half a cent more than he will for your
cially since his loss in the Missouri Central.
shares."
He couldn't quite forgive Hammond for the victory he
" Well, that's a fair proposition," returned the visitor,
had achieved, though he had treated him (White) in. the
rising. " I 'll come back and let you know his limit."
most generous manner in the settlement. •
The man went in to sr.e Harry Hammond.
It happened, however, that White accidentally got hold
" How many shares liave· you got for sale?" asked Hamo:f inside information that a pool was being formed to boom
mond.
1\f. & N. shares.
" Ten thousand."
As soon as he felt sure of his ground he bought 20,000
" I'll give you a cent a share for them, cash ."
shares at 113 OD a ten per cent. margin.
" I can do better than that," replied his visitor.
The stock began t6 rise, and he bought 10,000 more aL
" Where?" asfed Hammond, in some surprise.
'
116.
" Across the corridor."
Two days later it was going at 120, with every broker on
" Oh, I see I Mr. White is buying the stock, too. Well,
the Exchange scrambling for it.
if it's a fair quest~on, what did he offer you?"
White had the nerve of a good operator and he held on
" I don't think I ought to tell you," said the man, after
for big profits.
a moment's hesitation.
When the stock reached 125, timid investors began to get
" Very well. I'll make you another offer. I'll say three
out from under.
cents."
White, however, held on until it reached 133, when, tak"That's quite different from one cent," chuckled the
ing alarm from something he heard from Mr. Chadsey, be
man.
" That's true. And I'm taking a risk in offering you so sold out.
The dumping of his last block of 10,000 on the market
much. The stock may be worth nothing at all. The mine
sent the syndicate to the wall, and a panic ensued.
has been a dead one for some years."
White didn' t worry about that, however, for he had
" You J)1Ust have heard something that would indicate
cleared, above all expenses, over hall a million dollars.
'
ih at it was coming to life again."
" I have heard something, it is true, but nothing to warrant me paying over three cents, which may be lost money
CHAPTER XV.
a~ter all."
"Is that th e best you can offer?"
FOXY HARRY HAMMOND.
"That's my limit."
At last the papers came out with the news of a strike in
"Well, I'll see if Mr. White will hold to his offer. If
have
you
let
I'll
mine.
Atalanta
otherwise,
back;
he does I shall not come
Street ticker r ecorded it as follows :
Wall
The
them for three cents."
"Within the last week the Atalanta, a mine abandoned as
"Very well, Mr," answered Hammond, turning to his
a hopeless prospect three years ago, has opened in the
'
desk.
As the caller did not return, Hany concluded that Jay Nevada tunnel an unknown vein of ore six feet in width.
White h ad bought the stock at more than three cents, which At the present time assay retUrns have not been received,
was a fact, for he paid the man $350 cash for the 10,000 HO the exact value cannot be given. Atalanta will be re·
shares.
listed on the Goldfield, _San Frq.ncisco and Reno Exchanges
White also got 4,000 more shares of Big Extension from imm ediately."
Of course, this was great news for both HaITy Hammond
a young school-teacher of Paterson, N. J., for $100, and
and J ay White, .who had acquired three-quarters of all the
5,000 sh ares of Atalanta :for $100.
Ile now owned 10,000 Atalanta and 20,000 Big Exten- stock of the Atalanta mine that had been originally sold
bion, while H ammond had secured 20,000 Atalanta and in the Ea.st.
35,000 Big Ext ension.
In the course of a fortnight th e n ews from the mine
of
informed
kept
be
most encouraging.
to
was
White had made anangements
The stock had been pu t on the market, but very little
any developm ents in the mines in question, but many
weeks passed before an encouraging word of any kind trading was done in it, as most of the stoijk had been w~th
drawn from circalation.
r eached him.
It was quoted at five cents.
Hammond wrote his friend Adam s that be had managed
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Jay White was returning from h i ~ lurn:l1 one day when
he noticed an envelope lying in, the rorriclor in front of
Hammond's door.
He picked it up and saw that it was acldre8scd to Harry
Hammond, and that the post-mark was Goldfield.
Curious to learn the name of his business rival's correspondent, he carried it into his own office, and, taking
\
out the enclosure, read as follow:
"Dear Old Chappic.-Well, wha.t do. you think of the
Atalanta now? We're coming to the fore fast. Everybody
out here is tryjng to get hold of some of the stock, but
we're not gi~ng up. You ought to see the faces of those
who four months ago were glad to get rid of their Atalanta
shares at any old figure that represented money. To-day
they are kicking themselves around their backyards, and
trying their prettiest to hide their chagrin. But don't say
a word. Wait till you hear the latest. And it isn't about
Atalanta, either. I have just received a telephone message
from our superintendent at Big Extension that he has discovered an entirely new vein-not the looked-for extension
of the Hercules-on what is known as the Last Chance
claim, which he has prospected to a depth of about forty
feet. At this depth an average sample taken across three
and one-half feet of the vein returned values of $36 per ton.
While these values are not high, as compared with Hercules
and other mines of the same caliber, it seems to be only a
matter of sufficient development work and time when such
an ore body will pay tremendous profits.
"Yours,
"JAOK."
"Whew!" exclaimed White, as he laid the letter down
on his desk, "this is the iirst ne--ws of a strike on Big Extension. It is evident Hammond is standing in with the
owners of the mine. No wonder he is so well infom1ed,
and that he bctught those shares from Chadsey ancl Hedden.
He got 10,000 shnres of Atalanta for a ecn t a share, and
H edden told me he sold him 20,000 shnreR of Big Extension for half a cent I/' share. Now the former is quoted at
six cents this morning, and as soon as the nmrn contained
in this letter "leaks.-out, and the mine is refo:tccl, the latter
\r ill be going at the same figure. I wish I knew where I
could pick up a few thousand shares of B. E."
\V11ite canvassed Wall Street thoroughly for Big Extension, but not a share could he find.
By accident, he found out that a certain J\Iajden Lane
jeweler hacl 5,000 shares, and he lost no time in calling on
him.
.
H e succeeded in getting possession of the block itt a cept
a share, thca1gh the jeweler had paid nine for it three years
before.
He was as tickled at getting hold of the shares as though
he had made $1,000.
"I guess Hammond and I have got about all the shares
iL New York," he said to himRelf. "I wonder how much
he has secured of both these mines?"

A week later the strike al Big Extension was heralded
to the world through the newspapers, and those who had
solcl out their stock at a mere song were looking blue indeed, for no one could say what the shares might yet be
worth.
A great many eager investors called at the offices of
White and Hammond, seeking to purnhase shares of these
stocks, but neither of the boy brokers would let a single
share get away from them.
In the course of a few weeks Atalanta went gradually
up to 25 cents a share, while Big Extension, as soon as
it was listed, again was sought for in vain at ten cents.
The latter mine, however, gave tokens of better ' values
than Atalanta, and gradually threw the other into the
shade, for six months from the time the sttike was made
ore was being taken out that assayed so high that the
price of the stock went booming l1p to 60 cents.
White and Hammond met one day in the elevator.
"I was just talking to Hedden. He says that for pig luck
you take the cake. Those shares of Big Extension you
bought from him for $100 are now worth $12,000, according to Western quotations," said White.
"They'll be worth $20,000 before many moons." r eplied
Hammond.
"I·believe you. How many shares have you altogether?"
"Oh, I've got quite a bunch,"' answered Hammond, carelessly, "and I'm on the lookout for more."
"More!" exclaimed White. "Why, I thought you and
I had about all there is in New York."
"So did I , but I understand there's a man right here in
the city who has something like 35,000 shares of B. E."
"Gee whii; ! You don't say. I'd like to get a portion
of his holdingB. Yon don't want it all, do you?!'
"I'll take all I can get. I'm going to offer him 65 cents
for the lot. 'r
"I'd give 70 if I knew where to reach him."
Hammond smilecl one of his peculiar smiles, and, nodding to his Tiva l, cli ·appeared inside his office.
"Hammond is a l1og," growled Jay White, as he entered
his own office. "He wants the earth, it seems to me. So
he's willi.ng to pay five cents above the market price for
those 35,000 shares, eh? Ile must haYe received some more
in~icle information from his friend .Jack. I wish I could
locate this chap who has such a block or the stock."
He rang his bell for Teddy 1'IJ arks.
"Look here, 'I'eddy. You and Hammond's kid seem to
be on pretty good terms these days. 1 wish you would try to
find out through him who the party is who has 35,000
shares of Big Extension, a Goldfirlcl i:;tock, for sale. I
want to get it ahead of Hammond, if I can."
"Yes, sir. I'll pump Mickey as soon as T sec him again."
"Do so; ancl if you bring me the information I want by
to-rnonow, it's a ten-spot in your clothes."
"Den youse kin betcher life I'll try an' earn it."
Next morning's Western reports Hli owcd that Big Exteitsion had advanced to 63 on the Goldfield Exchange.
White was greatly excited.
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of from 1,000 to 20,000 shares. I have been instructed
by the owner of these shares to state all the facts concerning the mine in question. How, until recently, it
has been dead to the world, and how, within the last
three months it has ·unexpectedly come to life again, producing enormously valuable ore."
Mr. Benson then detailed the statistics, of the mine from
the date of its original discovery to its failure as a mining
proposition; then how the discovery of rich ore in the
Hercules mine, adjoinng it, had induced the owners of the
Hercules Leasing Syndicate to buy up all the stock in the
market on the bare possibility that new discoveries would
eventually be found in the Big Extension, and how their
judgment appeared to have been abu:f!.dantly verified.
"Now, ladies anc! gentlemen, the owner of this stock,
which has risen from nothing to 80 cents, has decided to
dispose of his holdings and take his profits to date. The
par value of this stock is $1 a share, and it is the current
opinion in Goldfield that it will go to a pr~mium. The
owner, however, has requested me to tell you frankly that
valuable as the ore veins lately discovered in Big Extension have appeared to be, that there is always a possibility
of their petering out most unexpectedly. If you buy this
stock you buy it with that fact before your eyes. If in
three days, or three weeks, or three months, the present
"Mr. Jay White:
glittering prospect of the mine should evaporate into thin
"Dear Sir.-I have 35,000 shares of Big Extension mm- air, or at least prove less valuable than at this moment,
ing stock, of Goldfield, Nevada, that I wish to dispose of the price of the shares is bound to .decrease in the Western
at the best figure possible. As you deal in Western securi- exchanges, and .your holdings will represent a loss. On
ties, I thought you might be interested in this matter. the other hand, if the present prospect continues, Big ExPlease call at my office in the Borum Bank Building at tension will take its place among the Nevada big dividendten o'clock to-morrow (Thursday) if you care to make an payers. In order to give smaller investors a chance, I will
ours truly,
offer for the stock.
fist offer a 1,000 share certificate. The lowest bid must
"GEORGE BENSON."
be 'i8."
One of the ladies held up her hands.
"Will I call?" grinned White. "Well, say, will a duck
"What is your offer, madam ?"
swim?"
"Seventy-eight."
"I am offered 'i8 for this 1,000-sharc certificate. Any
other bid?"
CHAPTER XVI.
Jay White watched Hammond closely, but thnt ~ronng
broker nevE!r made an offer.
CONCLUSION.
One of the men present bid 'i9 and another 80.
The other lady bid 81, another man 82, and it w11R
When Jay White reached the Borum Bank at ten o'clock
finally knocked down at 85.
that morning and inquired for Mr. Benson, he was shown
"Who wants another 1,000-share certificate at 85 ?"
into the Board room, where he found a number of persons
Several bid, and Mr.' Benson disposed of ten of them at
seated, two of whom were ladies.
price.
that
White was rather disgusted to see that Hammond was
have now a 5,000-share certificate. 'Who wants it at
"I
also present:
?"
85
George Benson, the cashier of the bank, was seated at a
No one seemed to want it till Hammond saicl he'd take
flat-top desk, sorting a package of Big Extension securities.
When the clock struck ten the gentleman rose and said : it at 85.
Then Wrute jumped up and said he'd give 86.
"Ladies and gentlemen, according to the terms of my
"Eighty-seven," said Hammond, quietly.
advertisement in the Wall Street papers, I am about to
"Eighty-eight,'r nodded White.
offer for sale to the highest bidder above the market price.
"Nine," bid Hammond.'r
which this mornfog is 78, thirty-five thousand shares of
"I'll give ninety !''"cried White.
Big Extension mining stock of Goldfield, ~ evada, in .lots

"I'll bet it will go to a dollar and over. I hope Teddy
will find out the name of the man to-day."
'.J'eddy didn't find out, and several days passed, during
which interval the stock went up to 80 cents.
Mickey, however, reported to Hammond that Teddy was
trying to pump him about the name of the man who owned
35,000 shares of Big Extension.
"He says his boss promise,d him a ten-spot if he found
out, an' he offered to divvy wit' m~. But how could I tell
him what I don't know. Besides, he must t'ink dat I'm a
chump to give anyt'ing belongin' to dis office away.'r
Hammond smiled and walked away.
That afternoon, however, he received a letter from his
friend "Jack," that made him look solemn.
But after a moment or two one of his customary seraphic
,
smiles broke over his handsome face.
He went to his safe, took out a bundle carefully wrapped
up and rang his bell for Mickey.
"Take this over to Mr. Benson at the Borum Bank."
"Yes, sir," replied the office hoy, and he was off like a
shot.
Next morning's mail brought a letter to Jay White.
He tore it open, glanced over it and gave a shout of joy.
This is what he read :

r
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Mr. Benson looked inquiringly at Harry Hammond, but
When Jay White returned to his own office with the two
the boy broker shook his head.
·
certificates for · 25,000 shares o.f Big Extension in his
"It's yours, 1\fr. \\'hite," said the cashier, "at twelve pocket, for which he had paid $23,500, he began to realize
points above the market price."
that in his anxiety to get ahead of Hammond he had probWhite laid· $4,500 on Mr. Benson's desk, and the casliier ably made a fool of himself.
handed him the certificate with a bill o.£ sale froll! the
He had paid $4,500 more than the market price in GoldBorum Bank.
field for the shares.
"Now," said Mr. Benson, "I have only the 20,000-~har~
He was a bit reassured, however, next day when the Westcertificate left. Anybod:v who wishes this will have. to go ern reports showed that Big Extension had recovered and
deep into his pockets. It's actual value is $15,600 at 78. gone up to 81.
It may be worth $20,000 a week from to-day, or it may
On the following Monday he felt still better when he
only be worth $10,000 or $12,000. That'R the risk people saw the stock quoted at 85.
take with all stocks."
Big Extension, however, never weni higher.
Everybody in the room 109ked interested, and each wonThe price at once began io go down, although the mine
dered i:f there would be any Lidding oo such a large block. seemed to show as good results as ever.
"Are you going to bid on that certificate?" asked Harry
It went down to 75 and then gradually to 65, greatly to
of \'i'hite.
White's disgust, as well as to the consternation of all who
"I certainly am," replied his one-time chum.
had purchased it at top-notch prices.
"You're foolish, Y\'hite. There's liable to be a break in
At last news came that th~ bottom had fallen out of the
the price of the stock any time at Goldfield."
mine, and the stock tumbled in a hurry to 10 cents.
"Row do you know?" asked White, incredulously.
The day that the news reached New York, Hammond
"I heard so yesterday a.fternoon."
met White in the corridor of tlie Barnum Building.
"Oh, you did," retorted his rival, sarcastically, "and yet
"Well, I told you that you: \Vere .£oolish to buy that
you ju t bid 89 on a block of 5,000 shares."
stock,'' Ha1Ty said.
"I only 1did that to see -if you'd raise the ante to 90,"
"Yes, I ought to have ·let· you take it," growled White.
smiled Hammond.
"Oh, I didn't want it."
·"Tell that to the marines,'' snorted White.
"What did you bid on it for?"
·"Then you don't believe me?"
"Just to see how much I could get for the stock."
"I should say not."
"How much you could get? What do you mean?"
"All"right. If you get stuck don't blame me."
"Why, those were my 35,000 shares, that's all. . Benson
"You're awful kind, I don't think," grinned. White.
was selling them for me."
"Well, you're a chump if you pay more than 7S for that
"Great Scott!" cried White. "What kind of business
, certificate," said Hammond, as ti1e people stood back from do you call that?''
.
the desk, leaving the bro boys in advance.
.
·"Just diamond cut diamond between us, old chap. You
"How much for this stock?'' asked Mr. Benson, holding seem to have got the short end of the deal, hqwever, but I
the package above his head:
hope there's no hard feelings on the subject."
"I'll, g,ive ninety," said White.
Jay White looked as if he had just lost his best friend.
"Ninety-one," bid Hammond.
He turned on his heel and entered his office.
"Two!" from White.
It came out all right between them in the end.
"Three!" shouted hi:; rival, excitedly.
'White acknowledge that he· wasn't one, two, three with
"Five!" said White, coolly.
Hammond in the brokerage business, and Hammond made
The spectators held their breath.
him happy by offering to take him into partnership.
"You seem to want that stock mighty bad, White," said
That ended their business rivalry, and the firm of HamHamrnoncl, aftrr a panse.
mond & White is now one of the most prosperous in Wall
"What of it?" answered the boy broker, coldly.
Street.
"Are you aware that you've bid $3,400 more than its
THE END.
market value?"
.
"That'R my businrss," replied White. "I'm going to
Read "A START IN LIFE; OR, Ai BRIGHT BOY'S
have that certificate if I have to pay a dollar a share for.it." AMBITION," which will be the next number (65) of
"Look here, \Vhite, you'd better let me bid it in at 96. "Fame and Fortune Weekly."
It will save you money. I can better afford to take the
SPECIAL NOTICE~ All back numbers of this weekly
rhances with that stock than you," said Hammond.
"You go to grass ! I made over half a million the other are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
cla~r on 1\L & N. What's $20,000 to me?"
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
'
"All right, old man, the stock is yours at 95," said mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
Hammond, turning on his heel and walking out of the SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
room, leaving his rival to pay $19,000 for th:e certificate.
you order by return mail.
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No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-EmMESMERISM.
No. 81. HOW TO l\IES~IERIZE.-Containing the most ap- bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with ii·
J>roved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of lustrations. By A. Anderson.
No.. 7.7. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. Hy Prof. Leo
Oontam1~1\" deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
Hugo Koch, A.. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTRY.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALl\HSTRY.-Contai ning the most apMAGIC.
proved methods of reading the lines on the hund, together with
No. ?· HOW TO DO TRICKS.-Tbe gNat book of magic and
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading
card tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
oui: lea?mg mag1c1ans; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
as 1t will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No . 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Beller's seconJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contai ning valuable and in- explamed
structive informati~n regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the S(?Cret b)'. his former as~istant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
dmlogues were. c_arried on between the magician and the
explaining the most approved methods whkh are employed by the boy on
_the stage; _also g1vmg all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW 'l'O BECOl\lE A. MAGICIAN.-Contain ing the
.
SPORTING.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete gran~est assort~ent ?f magica~ illusions ever placed before the
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- pubhc. Also tricks with cards. mcantations, etc.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL 'l'l:UCKS.-Containing over
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tHcks with. chemicals.
together with descl'iptions of game and fisl)..
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL A.ND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illnstrateJ.
No. 69. HO"W 'l'O DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row ond sail a boat.
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also oontainmg the ~ecret of second sight. Fully. illustrated. By A. Anderson.
atructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIYE A HORSE.- . No .. 10. HOW ';l'O l\l~KEJ MAGIC 'l'OYS.-Containing full
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses d1rectious for makmg. l\lag1c 'l'oys and devices of many kinds. By
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable ecipes for A. Anderson. l!-,ully illustrated.
No. 73 .. HOW: TO J?O TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
diseases pec:iliar to the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL OANOES.-A handy many cu,rious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers. By A
Anderson.
Pully illustrated.
·
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes
.No. 7.5. HO\y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tr1.cks ~1t1!- Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
th1rty-s1x 1llustrat1ons. By A. A.uderson.
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.-Containing a com.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.plete description of the mysteries of l\lagic and Sleight of Hand
Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson'.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANlCAL.
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAl\18.-Everybody dreams;
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. 'l'his little book
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, togE>ther wi t h lucky shoul~ ~now how inv~ntions originated. This book explains them
all, g1v1~g examples 1n electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlurky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyon e is d~sirous of pneumatics, mechllllics, etc. 'l'he most instJ"Uctive book published.
knowing what bis future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5~. HOW 'l'O BECOM~ AN ENGINEER.-Contain mg full
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little mstruct1ons how to proceed m order to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gi~eer ; also dir~cti_ons for buildi.ng a mod~! locomotive; together
with a full descr1pt10n of everythmg an en]{meer should know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUS~C.AL INSTRUMENTS.-Fu ll
No. 76. HOW TO 'l'ELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.Containing rul es for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, directions how to mak~ a B:injo, Vio1in, Zither, 1Eolian Harp, Xyloor the secret of palmistry. A !so the secret of telling future eYents ph.,ne and other mus1eal mstruments; together with a brief de~y aid of moles, marks, scars, etc: Illustrated. By A. Anderson. ~cription of nearly nery muslcnl instrument used in ancient or
modern times. rrofusely illustmted. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengnl Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOl\fE AN A'f'HLETE.-Giving full inNo. 59. HOW TO MAKE A. l\IAGIC LANTERN.-Containin g
struction for the use of dumb hells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a cles<'riplion of the lantern, togetJ1er with its history and invention.
Jaori zontal bars and various othPt· methods of developing a good, Also full direetions for Its use a-qd for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy mus.:!le; cout·aining over ~i:tty illustrations. Every boy <'an illustrated. By John Allen.
become strong an,] healthy by following the instructions contained
No. 71. HOW 'l'O DO MFlCJlIANICAL TRJCKS.-Containing
iii this litt le book.
romplete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The nrt of self-defense made easy. },3y A. Anrlerson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guanls, blows, and the dirferent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
LETTER WRITING.
these useful ancl instructive books, as it will teaeh you how to box
No. 11. TIOW TO WRITE LOYE-LETTERS.-A moat com·
without an instructor.
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
No. 25. HOW TO RECOl\IE A GYM:NAST.-Containl ng full and when to use them.z....giving spe<'imen letters for young and old.
No. 12. IIOW TO wRITE LETTERS TO LADIEJS.-Giving
Instructions for all kinds of gymnastie sports and nth le tic exereises.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald: romplete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also letters of introduction. notes and requests.
A handy and usefu l hook.
No. 24. IIOW 'l.'0 WRITE LE'JVrERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. M. HOW •ro Ji'ENCE.-Containing full instruction for
fencing and the u se of the broadswor,l; also instruction in archery. Containing fu ll directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
also
giving fiample letters for instruction.
Described wi th twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A. complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containlng body you wish to write to. Ewry young man and ewry young
explanations of t1he general prineiples of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should have this book.
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE I,ETTERS CORRECTLY.-Conaleight-of-liand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
1119Cially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
a lso rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.
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T H E STAG E.

No. 41; THE BOYS 01!' NEW YORK END MEN'S .TOKEJ
BOOK.-Contam1ng a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
m<?st famous en~ men. No ama teur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful httle book.
No .. 4~. THE J?OYS OF NEW YORK S'l'UMP SPEAKER.Conta1?111g a vaned lf.sEo,rtment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse·
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. 'l'J-JFJ BOY::! OF NEW YOUK MINSTREL GUIDE
:A.ND JOKlll BQOK.:--8omething new and ver.v instructive. Every
boy. s~ould ob tam this book, as it contains full instructions for or·
gamzmg an amatenr mmstrel troupe.
·
• No. 65. i\lULDOO~'S JOKE!S--:-'l'h~s is one of the most original
Joke ~ooks ever publishe~, and 1t 1s brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc. o[
Terrence l\fuldoon, the great wit, .humorist, and practical joke~ of
the ~ay. J!]ver;v boy _who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy 1mmed1ately.
No•. 79. HQW TO BECOME A~ ACTOR.-Containing com·
plete mstruct1ons how to make up for various characters on the
BFage_; tog~ther wi th the duties of the Stage l\fanager, Prompter,
Scenic Artist.and Property l\fan. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N~. 80. GUS WII1LIAl\fS JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. . Sixty-four pages· handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

H OUS E KEEPING.

. NC!. 16. H9W TO KEEP~ WIND.OW GARDEN.-Containiiig
full mstruct10ns for constructmg a wmdow garden either in town
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful
flowers at home. 'l'he most complete book of the ltind ever published.
·
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cookii'fg meats
fish, game, and o.vsters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
cooks.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
everybody, boys, girls, men and· women; it will teach you how to
make almost auything around the house, such as parlor ornaments
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birdii. '

E LECTRICAL.

No: 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containin~ foul'>
teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite t o become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containi ng gems frora
a.ll the popular ~uthors of prose and poetry, arranged in t he most
simple and conc1s2 manner possible.
8
No. 49. ~-IOW TO DlilBA'l'E .....::.Giving rules fo r conduct ing debates, outlines for rlebateF', questions for discussion and the ben
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

.

SOCIETY.

·

No. 3. HOW TO l!'LIR.'1'.-T hc arts and wiles of fl irtation arti
fully Pxplained by this litde hook. B esides the various methods of
ha.r.dkerchid" fan . glove, p~ra~ol, wiudow and hat fl ir tation, it con~ams a .full !1st of tbe language and ~entiment of flowers, wh ich ii
m.terestmg to everybody, both old and young. I'ou cannot be ha ppf
withou t one.
No. 4. B OW 'l'O DANCE is the t!t!e of a new a nd handsome
little book ju s t iRsued by l•'rank 'l'ou se v. It <·ouutins full instructions in th e al't of. dan<'i1ig, etiquette in the bal!-room and at partie1,
how to dr<'ss, and full directions for calliug oii' in all popula r square
dances.
No. l?· HOW TO MA~<:E LOYE.- A complete guide to love,
court~htp und mal'nage, g1\'ing sensible atlvic-e n1les and etinuette
to be obsen·ed, \V ith many curious and intere~ting things not gl'n·
erally known.
No. 17. f!.OW 'l'O DRESS.- Contaiuirig full instruction in the
art o~ dressmg and appea~·iug well at home aucl abt'f;>ad, giving the
selections of colors, materrnl. and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW '1'0 UECOillE BEAUTIFUL.- One of the
b~ightest and. most valuable littlti books Pver given to the world •
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both ma le and
female. 'l'he seC'ret is simple, and almost "costless. R ead this book
and be convinced how to becomti beautiful.

BIRDS AND ANIMA LS .
No. 7. HOW 'l'O KEEP BIHDS.-Hanclsomely illustrated and
containing full instructions for the management and training of the
canary, mockingbircl, bobolink. blackuircl, paroquet, pa rrot, etc.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS A N D
RABBITS.-A useful and i~structive book. Handsom'ely illus·
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
No. 40. HOW ',l'O i\IAKFJ AND SET TRAPS.-Incl uding hlnt1
on how to cat..:h moles, w ca~els, otter. rats. squirrels and birds.
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrateJ. By J . H a rringtou
Keene.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A
valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountin1
and preserving birds, animals and insects.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.- Giving complete information as to the manner and method of ra ising, keeping,
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
!nstructi.ous for m~kin~ cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
1llustrat1ons, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind ever
published.

No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de·
scription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism;
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty illustrations.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con·
taining full Jirec!ions for making electrical machines, induction
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
By R. A. R. Rennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW 'I'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.- Containing a
MI SC ELLA N EOU S.
large colle<;tio~ of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOi\IE A SCIEN'rIST.- 'A useful and in·
together with 1llustrati~ns. By A. Anderson.
,
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
periments in acoustics. mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
E N TERTA INME NT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thi1
No. 9. HOW TO BECO;\lE A VKN'l'lULOQUIST.-By Harrv book cannot be equaled.
Kennedy. '.rhe se<ret giveu away. Every intelligent boy readiug
No. 14. HOW 'l'O l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi· making all kinds of candy. ice-crean:!.._syrup~essenccs. etc~ etc.
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 84. ·IlOW 'l'O BJ]]COME AN AU'l'uOR.- Uontaining fuU
art, and create any amon11t of fun for hims0lf and friends. It is the information regarding clioice of subjects, the use of words aud the
greatest hook ('Ve r published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner or preparing and submitting manusrripL. Also containing
No. 20. ITO\'I TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable informati on as to the neatness, legibility and geucra l com·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful autl!or. By P r ince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
.
for parlor ot· drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 3R. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOC'l'OR.-A WOD•
money than an.v hook published.
derful book. containing useful ancl practi cal information in the
No. 35. HOW 'l'O PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ai lmerus common t o ever1
book, containiug the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in Useful and effective recipes for general com·
ba('kgammon. croqnet. dominoes, etr.
plaints.
No. 36. BOW 'l'O SOLVID CONUNDRU!\IS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT RTAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information r egarding the collecting ancl arranginl
and witty sayings.
. of stamps and coins. Handsomel.v illustrated.
No. 52. HOW '1'0 PLAY f!ARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW 'l'O BE A DETEC'l'IVE.-By Old King 'Brady,
book, giving the rules and t,.,_. '\.rections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In whi ch he lays do\rn some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, }\"'- ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, aud also relates. some adventure1
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known dete(' L >es.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOl\fE A PHOTOGRAPHER- Contain·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing ·useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. E'ully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic l\lagic Lanteru Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsome1y illus_trated. By Captain W . D e W.
ETIQU ETTE .
Abney.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO BECO!\IE A WEST POINT MILITARY
ls a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containin~ full expianations how to gain admitta nce,
all about. There's happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
No. 33. HOW 'I'O BEHA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police R egnlatians, Fire Depar1ment, and all a boy should
of good society an.d the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. c~mpiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatr e, church, and of "Jlow to Re<'ome a Naval Cadet."
in the drawing-room.
No. 63. HOW '1'0 RECOME A NAVAL CADFl'T'. -Complete in·
strnctione of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DEC LAMAT ION .
Acaclemy. Also containing the course of instruction, descr ipti on
No. 27. HOW TO RECI'l'E AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildin~s, historkal sketch, and everyth ing a bo1
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Comdialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writt<'n by J,n Senarens, author of "How t o Become a
:with many standard readings.
West Point l\1ilitar;• Cadet. "
·

PRICE 10 CENTS·. EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CBNTS.
Address F R ANK TOUSEY. Publisher. 24 Un!on StyJ.are, New York.

(WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY

A COMPL ETE STORY EVERY W'EEK
Price 5 Cents
BY THE BEST AUTHORS
Price 5 Cents
,.- HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED COVERS

32-PAGES OF READING MATTER

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY.._

Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World _

TAKE NOTICE! ....
This handsome weekly contains intensely interesting stories of adventure on a great variety of
subjects. Each number is replete with rousing situations and lively incidents. The heroes are
bright_. man ly fellows, who Ol'ercome all obstacles by sheer force of brains and grit and win wellmerited success. We have secured a staff of new authors, who write these stories in a manner
which will be a· source of pleasure and profit to the reader. Each number has a handsome eolored illustration made by the most expert artists. Large sums of money are being spent to niake
this one of the best weeklies ever published .

••.•. Here is a List of Some of the Titles.....
1 Smashing the Auto Hecord ; or, Bart Wilson at the Speed Lever.
By Edward N. ~-ox.
2 O!f tbe Ticker: or. Fate at a Moment's Notice. By Tom Dawson.
-8 From Cadet lo Captain: or. Dick Dan ford's West Point Nerve. By
Lieut. J . J. Barry.
·
• The Get-There Boys: or, Making Things Hum In Hondurae. By
irred Warbui·ton.
II Written In Cipher; or, The Skein Jack Barry Unravelled. By Pror.
Oliver Owens.
·
6 The No-Good Boys; or, Downing a Tough1 Na me. By A. Boward
De Witt.
'1 Kicked olf the Earth; or, 'l'ed 'l'rlm·s uard Luck Cure. By Rob
Roy.
I Doing It Quick; or, Ike Brown's nustle at Panama. By Captain
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
9 In the 'Frisco Earthquake; or, Bob Brag•s Day of 'T'error. By
Prof. Oliver Owens.
.
10 We, Us & Co.; or, Seeing Life with a Vaudeville Show. By Ed·
ward N. Fox.
11 Cut Out tor an Officer; or, Corporal Ted In the Philippines. By
Lieut. J. J. Barry.
'
12 A Fool for Luck ; or, The Boy Who Turned Boss. By Fred Warburton.
11 The Great Gaul "Beat" ; or, Phil Winston's Start In Reporting.
By A. Howard De Witt.
14 Out tor Gold; or, The Boy Who Knew the Dlfrerence. By Tom
Dawson.
15 The Boy Who Balked ; or, Bob Brisbane's Big Kick. By Frank
lrvlnll.
16 Slicker tllan lllk ; or, The Smoothest Boy Alive. By Rob Roy.

17 The Keg of Diamonds; or, After the Treasure of the Caliphs. By
Tom Dawson.
18 Sandow, Junior ; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver
Owen5.
19 Won by Btu!!'; or Jack Mason's Marble Face. By Frank Irving.
20 On the Lobster Shift; or, The Ilerald's Star Reporter. By A.
Boward De Witt.
21 Under the Vendetta's liteel ; or, A Yankee Boy In Corsica. By ·
Lieut. J. J . Barry.
22 Too Green to Burn; or, The Duck of Being a Boy. By Rob Roy.
H In Foors Paradise; or, The Bdy Who Had Things Easy. By Fred
Warburton.
.
24 One Boy In a Mllllon; or, The Trick That Paid. By Edward N.
Fo:t..
25 In Spite of Himself; or, Serving the Russian Police. By Prof.
Oliver Owens.
26 Kicked Into Luck; or, 'l'he Wa,y Nate Got There. By Rob Roy.
27 The Prince of Opals; or, The Man-Trap of Death Valley. By A.
Boward De Witt.
28 Living In Bis Bat; or, The Wide World His Home. By Edward
N. Foit.
29 All for President Diaz; or, A Hot Time In Mexico. By Lieut. J. J .
Barry.
,
30 The Easiest Ever ; or, Bow Tom Filled a Money Barrel. By Capt.
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
31 In the Sultan's Eye; or, Beating the Porte's Game. By Tom
Dawson.
32 The Crater of Gold ; or, Dick Hope's Find In the Philippine•. By
Fred Warburton.
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Fame and Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

.,

SELF-MADE MAN

32 Pages of Reading Matter

•

Handsome Colored Covers

•

A new one issued every Friday

Price 5 cents a copy

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage of
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of our most successful self-mad2
men, and show ho a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this series
contains a good moral tone which makes "Fame and Fortune Weekly" a magazine for the home, although each numb·w
is replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists. and
every effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about it.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
1 A Lucky Deal; or, The Cutest Boy In Wall Stree t.
2 Born to Good Luck; or. The Boy Who Succeeded.
3 A Corner In Corn; or, How a Chi cago Boy Did the Trick.
4 A Game of Chaffee: or, The Boy Who Won Out.
5 Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy in Wall Street.
6 Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contracto rs of Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way ; or, The Youngest Editor in Green Rive r .
8 The Wheel of Fortune ; or. Th e Record of a Self-'.\lade Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Brnkers of Wall Street.
10 A Copper Harvest; or. The Boys Who Worked a Deserted Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny; or, '.l'he Fortunes of a Boston Hoy.
12 A Diamond In the Rough; or, A Brave Boy·s Start in Life.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy in Wall Street.
14 A Gold · Brick; or, 'l'he Bby \Vh o Could Not be Downed.
15 A Streak of Luck ; or, '.l'h e Boy Who Feathered His Nest.
16 A Good '.l'hing; or, The Boy Who hlade a l•'ortune.
17 King ·of the Market ; .or, The Young Trader in Wall Street.
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy in a Thousa nd.
19 A Rise in Life ; oc, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of i\i'oney ;· ·oc: A Bright Boy in Wa ll Street.
21 All to the Good; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Got There; or, 'l'he P lu ckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win; or, The Boy Who Got Ri ch.
24 Pushing It Thrnugh; or. The l•'ate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator ; or, The Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
26 The W'ay to Success ; or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil; or. 'l'h e Boy Who Made a Mill ion
28 A Golden ' Ri'sk; or, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Su.e Winner ; or. The Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
30 Golden Fleece; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island.
32 Adrift on the World ; or, Working His Way to Fortune.
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, 35
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Playing to Win ; or, The ,foxiest Boy lo Wall Street.
'l'atte rs; or, A Boy from the Slums
A. Young Monte Cristo; 01-, The H1ch est Boy In .the '\Yorld.
"on by l'lu ck ; or, 'l'he Boys \Yho Han a Railroad.
ii"; Beu ting. the Broke rs: or. '.l'he Doy \Yho "Couldn't be Done."
I 31:< ~ Holling Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Reco rd.
39 .'leve r Say Die~ or, 'l'h e Young Surveyor of Happy Valley.
40 A Imost a Man; or, Winninll: His Way to the Top.
41 B,:ss or the ;\!arket: or, '.lhe Greatest Boy in Wall Street.
42 Tn.- Chan~e of His Life; O!J 'l'he Young l'ilot of Crystal Lal<e.
43 Striving for Fortune; or, l!TOm Bell-Boy to ~lilllonalre.
44 Out !nr Business: or, The :Smartest Boy in Town.
45 A l"avnrite of lo'o rtune; or, :Striking It Hieb In Wall St"eet.
46 'l' hrough Thick and Thin; or, The Adventu res of a :Smart Eoy.
47 Doing His Level Best; or, Working His Way Gp.
48 Always un Deck; or, The Boy Who Made His Mark.
49 A Mint uf Money ; or, The Young Wall Street Broker.
50 The Ladder of l~ame; or, From Office Boy to Senator.
51 On the Square; or, The Su ccess of an Honest Boy.
52 After a Fortune; or, The Pluckiest Boy in the Weit.
53 Winning the Dollars; or, The Young Wonder of Wall Street.
54 Making His Mark ; or, The Boy Who Became President.
55 Heir to a Mi lli on: or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
56 Lost in the Andes: or. The Treasure .of the Buried City.
57 On His Me t.tie; or, A Plucky Boy in ' 'Vall Street.
58 A Lucky Che.nee; or, T nking Fortune on the Wing.
Th e R on.cl t.o Success: or. The Career of 11. Fortunnte Boy.
60 Chasini;t Pointers; or, The Luckiest Boy in Wnll Street.
61 Rising in t.he \\'oriel; or. From Fact.ory Boy to Ma nager.
• 62 F'rom Dark to Dnwn: or. A Poor Boy's Cha.nee.
' 63 Out for Him selr: or. Paving His Way to Fortune.
· 6 4 Dia mond Cut Diamond; or, '.L'he Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
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